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Introduction 
 
 
Remember when going to a birthday party as a kid was the highlight of the week? 
Whether it was a pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey and cupcakes party or a no-adult teen 
bash, the anticipation and getting ready was part of the fun. Getting older rarely 
inspires excitement. Add in work, kids, laundry, grocery shopping and more 
obligations than there are hours in the day. Who has time, not to mention desire, to 
plan a party?  
 
That’s where Birthday Party Ideas comes in. This e-book is designed to help put the 
fun back into birthdays. From poking fun at the number of candles on the cake to 
helpful hints, the following pages will get your creative juices flowing with party 
themes and paraphernalia, gag gift suggestions and places to find all the things you’ll 
need.  
 
Divided into four sections, Birthday Party Ideas begins with Party Planning: 
suggested themes for aging family, friends and coworkers in your life ranging from the 
traditional, such as a scavenger hunt, to the remaking of a kids birthday favorite – the 
slumber party – including tips for how to get party-goers into the spirit, decorations, 
games and other ideas for creating a festive atmosphere. 
 
Marking the occasion of another passing year with the perfect gift is an opportunity to 
continue the theme of a party or just tease the aging adult in your life. So we’ve 
included a list of presents the birthday boy or girl simply can’t (or shouldn’t) do 
without. Whether you’re struggling to find a unique gag gift or helping guests figure 
out what to get, Gifts offers ideas from a single item to a gift basket. 
 
The Bonus section will make finding party supplies, decorations, accessories and 
games a breeze. Access to the Internet makes a variety of specialty stores and 
retailers available regardless of location. However, sometimes exploring local shops is 
more inspiring and fun, so we’ve included some places to begin your quest. 
 
Whether you need a quote to add to the cake, a thought to include with the invitation 
to help set the tone for guests or a party banner, Pearls of Wisdom includes fun and 
serious thoughts on aging from a variety of people.  
 
The clock is ticking! 



Party Planning 
 
Costume Chaos 

 
 

Reruns 
 

Inviting Guests: Remember your favorite TV shows from when you were a kid? 
What the characters wore, their mannerisms, everything about 
them captured our attention and imagination in-between 
commercials. Come dressed as your favorite TV character and see 
who you recognize from the small screen. 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Arrange several seating areas with televisions and VCRs or DVD players to 
run recordings of old TV programs; this gives guests a place to socialize, eat 
and laugh at old programs. 

Set up board games of old TV programs like “Emergency” and “TV Trivial 
Pursuit” and have “TV Bingo” available near one or more of the televisions 
so guests can play while they watch. 

TV dinner trays are a fun way to display munchies or used as plates as part 
of a buffet. 

Use TV tables for placing hors d’oeuvres in each seating area. 

Decorations: Table cloths, napkins and cups with images of old TV shows can be 
found through on-line stores and can be found at local party supply 
outlets. 

Use old lunch boxes with “I Dream of Jeannie” or “Leave it to Beaver” 
pictures to hold plastic utensils, napkins and other items as a way to 
add a fun touch with a purpose. 

Hang TV posters and scatter TV Guides. 

Munchies: Carry the theme of the evening through with popular snacks that were 
connected with TV viewing – Jiffy Pop, Cracker Jack, Doritos 

Costume contest: Most likely to be mistaken for Gilligan (Best character look-alike) 

Who were you supposed to be? (Worst character look-alike) 

Most convincing couple (e.g. Ricky and Lucy, Fred and Ethel) 
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Fashion Disaster 
 

Inviting Guests: Bellbottoms, furry vests, go-go boots, purple socks, polyester 
jump suits – the list of fashion faux pas are endless. Choose your 
favorite eyebrow raising ensemble and join us for a night of tacky! 

Party Essentials:  

Costume Ideas: Colors that clash, regardless of fabric print; mix-n-match fabric 
prints too. Accessorize with hats, jewelry, sweaters, and purses. 

For Her: Torn stockings with a polka dot blouse and plaid skirt. 
Curlers in, a shirt turned inside out or a skirt work backwards. Hot 
pink lip stick, iridescent blue eye shadow and/or fake lashes. 

For Him: Unbuttoned shirt showing a hairy chest displaying gold 
chains. Bermuda shorts with black socks and gym shoes. A suit one 
or two sizes too small, poorly tied tie and different shoes 

Don’t forget your hair – tease it, gel it, grease it, spray it into an 
unnatural coiffure. 

Site: Cover furniture with plastic or drape mismatched sheets over everything. 
Create walking paths with plastic runners in ever room of the house.  

Cover food/buffet and bar table with vinyl table clothes, use cheap paper 
plates with paper plate holders (plastic or wicker weave) and plastic utensils 
and cups. 

Place signs around such as “Take only ONE (1) napkin, it has to last you all 
night.” “Hand soaps are for decoration only, use the bar in the dish,” and “Put 
plastic silverware and dinner plates here – we wash and reuse.” 

Decorations: Collect and array of plastic yard ornaments in the front yard – pink 
flamingos, deer and/or lighted plastic Christmas statues. If you have 
the space, move a couch or upholstered chairs to the front porch. 
Folding aluminum chairs with a blow up wading pool will work too. 

Use lava lamps, disco balls, animal print rungs and pillows, velvet 
paintings and other out-of-date home decorating accents. 

Plastic flowers are always a nice touch; the fake poinsettia is also a 
good choice. 

Contests/: Most likely to become fashionable again / the Golden Hanger 

Prizes The tackiest female costume / a tacky purse 

The tackiest male costume / a tacky tie 

The outfit my Grandma/Grandpa wears / smelly ointment 

Best use of cosmetics / a make up bag filled with nasty colors 

Most likely to be mistaken for a gigolo / several cheap gold chains 

Best use of hair products / a collection of spray, gel, mousse, etc. 



Birth-Year/Generation 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Remind the birthday boy/girl of her origins by dressing in clothing 
of the year/era in which the birthday boy/girl was born. Come 
dressed as a greaser or in a poodle skirt (’50s), hippies (’60s) 
disco (’70s) or sweat-bands-gone-fashionable (’80s). 

Party Essentials:  

Site: The year/generation will determine what kind of decorations, music and other 
paraphernalia you’ll need. 

1950: Set up a soda fountain style buffet for food. Better yet, serve root beer floats, 
sundaes and milk shakes. Or go all out and recreate Arnold’s Restaurant from 
“Happy Days”. Have some contests set up: hula hoop, Bazooka Bubble Gum 
Blowing, best hand jive or fastest sundae assembly.  

Music is critical - rent a juke box filled with the right 45’s to add to the 
atmosphere or have a lot of CD’s with classic rock: the soundtrack from the 
movie Grease, the jitter bug and don’t forget Elvis! 

1960: Create the ultimate ’60s pad by hanging strings of plastic or wooden beads in 
every doorway for guests to pass through; put colored light bulbs in some 
lamps and place colorful scarves over others (make sure there’s enough air 
circulating so they don’t catch on fire). If you feel bold, break out the incense. 
Use poster board or banner paper and neon paint to make peace symbols, 
daisies, and Yin/yang symbols to scatter around. 

The sixties aren’t complete unless you have music by Motown, Jefferson 
Airplane, The Animals, Ohio Express, Little Peggy March, and Neil Sedaka. 

1970: Turn your space into a club from the ’70s. Turn off all the lights. Block out all 
daylight with dark curtains or fabric and replace it with a spotlight on a disco 
ball and stage lights with primary color bulbs. Scatter bistro tables and chairs 
around the perimeter of a huge dance floor. Use lots of speakers and crank up 
the volume. 

The Bee Gees, K C and the Sun Shine Band, Donna Summer and the Village 
People are just a few musicians to consider. 

1980: Host a Valley Girl house party with neon colored streamers and balloons, Brat 
Pack movie posters and pop videos on the tube. Give prizes for the best 
“Material Girl” look or the “best use of underwear as a fashion statement” and 
hold a “Walk Like an Egyptian” contest.  

Be sure to invite Billy Idol, Elvis Costello, Psychedelic Furs, Madonna and the 
Talking Heads. Don’t forget the “Walk Like an Egyptian” – it’s more than just a 
contest! 
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Pirates of the Caribbean 
 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Ahoy, Mates! Come aboard in yar best pirate duds or be prepared 
to walk the plank! Cap’n Hook, Tinker Bell, mermaids and deck 
hands are headed to an island paradise to celebrate __________ ‘s 
birthday. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: If possible, hang a skull and cross-bones flag to identify the berth for your 
crew. 

Set Up: Use red and black as the colors for decorations – balloons, streamers, cups, 
plates, etc. Use red and white striped table cloths, or better yet, find some 
skull and cross bones fabric and throw that over flat surfaces. Use pirate hats, 
bandanas, gold chocolate coins and fake swords to decorate food tables. 
Anything with a nautical theme will also work – anchors, sails, life ring, etc. 

Use inflatable palm trees, shark and crocodile pool toys – hang them from the 
ceiling or place them strategically near food tables or activities. Hang rope 
lines and rigging and scatter wooden whiskey barrels, use them as tables or 
hors d’oeuvres stations. 

If you’re feeling adventurous, find a telescope to set up for scanning the 
horizon, create some treasure chests filled with loot, find a talking parrot to 
squawk at guests or create a ship galley for a food buffet. 

Be sure to have some seafarin’ tunes for background noise. 

Games: X Marks the Spot:  A fun twist on Pin the Tail on the Donkey – place a 
treasure map on the wall and have blindfolded guests try to put the X closest 
to the treasure. 

Treasure Hunt: Create a treasure map of the party site. Choose starting point 
(where guests pick up their treasure map) then pick 5 or 6 places to hide 
clues, each leading to the next piece of information. At the end of the trail 
should be a treasure trove of gifts from which the searcher may choose – 
such as plastic necklaces or bags of chocolate coins. 

Walk the Plank: After the party has been going on for a while, challenge your 
guests to walk heel-to-toe on a narrow board 

Prizes: The age and mix of people who are attending will guide the kinds of prizes 
you want to give out: bottles of rum, plastic trinkets, silk scarves and other 
“pirate booty.” 
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Dead Celebrities 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Old movie stars are enshrined in our memories. People quote 
famous lines from films and the actors who made them famous. 
“Here’s lookin’ at you, kid,” (Humphrey Bogart in “Casablanca”) 
Here’s your chance to adopt the persona of a celebrity who is no 
longer using it. Deck yourself out in the appropriate garb, brush up 
on your one-liners and join us for a night of look-alike fun! 

Party Essentials:  

In Advance: Ask your guests who they’ll be so that you can include movie posters and 
other memorabilia from the films in which their characters performed. 

Site: Set up TV’s in different areas to run the films related to the dead celebrities 
who’ll be in attendance. 

Decorations: Welcome celebrities with a large Hollywood sign in the front yard (don’t 
forget the spotlights!) and a Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Hollywood-
Walk of Fame leading up to the front door and continue on the floors 
throughout the party area. 

Use movie posters and paper products featuring movie images. Hang 
movie character costumes on hangers and suspend them from the 
ceiling. Use stage lights with colored bulbs and film-related memorabilia 
to create a festive atmosphere. 

Set up a crystal ball or séance area for getting in touch with the original 
celebrities. 

Anything “tinsel town” will enhance the atmosphere. 

Games: Provide guests with a blank list of dead celebrities and have them check off 
all of the individuals represented in decorations – including the walk of fame. 
Hold a drawing (from the names of those who accurately complete the list) 
at the end of the night. 

Set up a “Trivial Pursuit Silver Screen Edition” competition with the winners 
of each round advancing to a final play off. 

Contests: The Trench Coat Award: To cover up the worst rendition of a celebrity 

The Best Actress Oscar: For the best female celebrity 

The Best Actor Oscar: For the best male celebrity 

The Golden Coat Hanger: For the best version of most frequently portrayed 
character/celebrity  

Mystery Guest: Recognizing the celebrity nobody can figure out 
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Reincarnation 
 

Inviting Guests: The ultimate wannabe party! Dress up as the person you’d most 
like to be given an opportunity to be someone else in your next – 
no karma to worry about this time. Be someone famous or 
infamous, someone you admire or someone you think has the right 
philosophy of life. Don their attire and come be that person for an 
evening. 

Party Essentials:  

Suggestions: Sometimes people draw a blank when they have to come up with a 
person to emulate, so here are some suggestions for your guests: 

Male: 

Abraham Lincoln 
Albert Einstein 
Gandhi 
William Faulkner 
Willy Wonka 
Julius Caesar 
Liberace 
D.H. Baldwin  

Female: 

Mother Teresa 
Raggedy Anne 
Susan B. Anthony 
Mother Goose 
Harriet Tubman 
Sylvia Plath 
Florence Nightingale 
Joan Baez 
 

Decorations: Make each room a different theme or time period from which some 
famous people emerged and decorate it with related props: Victorian, 
Roman, early America.  

Or choose different professions the famous have practiced and use those 
to guide decorations: a writer’s garret, the Oval Office, psychiatrist’s 
office, laboratory, a classroom. 

Set Up: Use props from any of the above to create an eclectic mix of items to 
decorate and provide the trappings of a party: 

Food Table “Laboratory”: Beakers to hold utensils, Bunsen burner for 
warming a dip and test tube tray filled with flowers, goggles and microscope 
for decorations 

“Roman” Bar: Drape the table in lots of white fabric and use laurel leaves for 
decoration, use goblets and napkins with images of pillars. 

“Writer’s Desk” for Guest Book: place your guest book in the center. Scatter 
wads of crumpled up paper, a pad of lined paper with a coffee cup ring on it. 
Add a cup filled with no. 2 pencils, a typewriter with a piece of paper with 
the partial sentenced “It was a dark stormy night” typed out and a few 
appropriate books, like a thesaurus and dictionary. 

Contests: Best female costume 

Best male costume 

Most likely to be mistaken for the real person  



What Do You Want To Be When You Grow Up? 
 

 
Inviting Guests: Did you want to be a nurse, firefighter, doctor, teacher, cowboy, 

James Dean? How about now? Would you rather be a corporate 
tycoon or living in a shack on a tropical island? Here’s your chance 
to actually be the adult you thought you were going to be, or 
would like to be someday.  

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Choose some common professions kids typically aspire to and decorate 
different rooms with the trappings of those professionals. 

Transform the living room into a doctor’s office waiting room. Hang an eye 
chart and drug company posters; borrow stacks of heart disease and other 
brochures form your physician’s office to scatter around on table tops; use 
stethoscopes, tongue depressors, Band-Aids and cotton swabs to make a 
centerpiece for the table or scatter them on hors devours tables. Don’t forget 
old magazines! 

Set up the family room as a school room using a chalk board, rented school 
desks and scatter math, science and social study textbooks everywhere. Make 
the teacher’s desk the bar or a place to stack birthday gifts. 

Turn the kitchen into a ship’s galley, complete with all the paraphernalia 
needed to make a pirate feel right at home. Rent a squawking parrot for true 
authenticity or a toy swinging from an overhead light will do. Bandanas, skull 
and cross bones hats, eye patches, swords and other nautical items such as 
anchors, rope and a life ring, can be used to spruce up a food table or create 
decorations for other surfaces. Suspend a large fishing net across the ceiling 
and fill it with star fish, an octopus, shark and other treasures from the sea. 

Make the deck or patio into a Key West cabana complete with lounge chairs, 
palm trees, a sand castle (in a children’s pool if you don’t want the hassle of 
lots of sand), a few beach umbrellas and plenty of towels.  

Music: Enhance the mood in each room with music that would typically be found in 
that setting: quiet “elevator music” in the waiting room, kid songs in the 
classroom, sea-going songs in the galley and Jimmy Buffett in the cabana. 
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Gypsy Camp 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Fortune tellers, mystics, fire eaters and Dr. Feel Goods are invited 
to return to the place where they feel at home among their own 
“kind.” We invite you to join other wanderers to relax and have 
some fun before having to face a world that doesn’t understand 
the pleasure of the nomadic life, free of mortgages and insurance 
payments. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: If you have the budget, rent a large tent, lift the flaps and fill it with the 
essentials of a resting place for the weary wanderers.  

Build a few camp fires outside, complete with cooking pots and crates to take 
a load off to enjoy some story telling. (If not, do all of the following in 
different rooms of the house, sans the bonfires.) 

Set up: Place veil-covered tables with candles in various locations for a crystal ball, 
tarot card and tea leaf readers. 

Use woven, tapestry and other print rugs to cover the ground/floor. 

Include clusters of large pillows on the ground for lounging. A low table with 
hors d’oeuvres means guests can snack while they relax. 

Scatter incense burners (the right scents will help keep bugs away and add 
the right fragrance to the atmosphere). If possible, use candles, hurricane 
lamps and lanterns for lighting instead of electric lights. If lights are 
necessary, drape flame resistant fabric to soften the light (if indoors, suspend 
fabric under ceiling fixtures or add lampshade to chandeliers). 

Create food stations throughout the tent and outside to encourage guests to 
move around and enjoy various entertainments. Use wooden whiskey barrels, 
wooden crates or other rustic-looking items for tables. 

Entertainment: Have wandering palm readers share their interpretations of any guest 
who wishes to participate. 

Psychics doing readings and other mystics using a crystal ball, tarot 
card and tea leaves make for fun conversation after a session. 

A magician who can make a rope dance out of a basket while playing 
a flute and other “traditional” gypsy tricks adds a bit of mysticism. 

Set up a séance area for those who wish to contact the spirits of the 
other world. 

Musicians playing simple instruments (guitar, fiddle, banjo, drum, 
squeeze box) or CDs of similar music add to the atmosphere. 
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Nostalgia 
 

Beach Blanket Bingo 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Beach balls, bathing suits, sand in your food and dancing the night 
away next to a driftwood fire inspired a few really bad movies and 
a lot of fun. Grab your zinc oxide and put on your flip flops before 
coming over to enjoy a birthday beach party you won’t soon 
forget! 

Party Essentials:  

Site: Host your party on a sand volleyball court, at the beach (if you live near one), 
next to a lake, or transform your back yard or your basement. Another 
alternative is finding a parking lot where you can have a truckload of sand 
delivered – be sure there is some grass nearby in case the beach gets too hot. 
A blow up pool with water is also a must if there isn’t any water nearby. 

Set Up: Greet guests with a bowl full of zinc oxide, sun screen and coconut oil. 

Have lots of colorful blankets to spread out. Drop some pillows on the 
blankets and place folding chairs, umbrellas and lounge chairs in clusters to 
create places for guests to sit and relax. 

If fire code allows, have plenty of wood on had to keep a bonfire going all 
night. A fire pit will also work. Be sure to have plenty of marshmallow roasting 
sticks on hand and a fire extinguisher nearby, just in case. 

Decorations: Scatter sunglasses, visors, beach hats, flip flops and bottles of suntan 
lotion anywhere there’s room, including food and bar tables. 

Functional items can reinforce the theme like plastic shell plates, coconut 
cups and colorful plastic silverware and napkins. 

A “Please don’t feed the seagulls!” sign with a number of the fake bird 
nearby and scattered around the area remind guests to watch out for the 
pesky water fowl. 

Games: Multiple beach balls are a must for impromptu fun. However games such as 
“Keep Off the Ground” and “Longest Volley” can encourage guests to use the 
beach balls. Keep track of the longest time and the highest number of volleys 
on a chalkboard on an easel for bragging rights. Do the same for football and 
Frisbee competitions. 

Have a sandcastle building contest – prizes for the most creative, bizarre, etc. 
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Prom Night 

 

Inviting Guests: How much more fun the Prom would have been without the fear of 
pimples, getting caught spiking the punch and a curfew? We’re 
going to find out when we recreate one of the most memorable 
night of our young, horny lives. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: If possible, rent a gym or other space that is typically used by a high school 
for a prom. 

When using your house, try to keep as much of the activity together as 
possible; keep everything on one floor, convert a large basement space or use 
a large deck/patio and yard. 

Set Up: If you have the budget, present your guests with boutonnières and corsages 
at the door. 

Create spaces for a dance floor, munchies and punch table, tables for 
socializing and formal pictures. 

Pictures:  Have a photographer bring in a tri pod and set up the space just 
like it would be for a prom – backdrop with flowers or silly decorations.  Use a 
digital camera and have the pictures printed out for guests right then. 

Munchies and Punch: Cluster two groups of tables for beverages and snacks.  
Be sure to include a sign indicating the punch is already spiked and some 
treats, like sugar cookies, that are usually served at school functions. 

Dance Floor:  If possible, set it up in the center of the festivities and ring the 
space with tables, just like it would have been in the gym! 

Decorations: Place some life-sized adult, cardboard figures in different areas and hang 
“Chaperon” signs around their necks. 

Before the party, ask your guests to share their high school year books 
with their pictures marked.  Put a few on each table near the center 
pieces for people to browse. 

For the “cheap” look use paper table clothes and lots of crepe paper and 
balloons.  For a more festive event, choose a theme for the party (like 
Under the Seas) and use that to guide the decorations. A theme can also 
spruce up the backdrop for pictures. 

Music: If you are doing live music, a DJ or just spinning your own CD’s, choose music 
from the era when you were in school! 
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Disco the Night Away 

 

Inviting Guests: The fashion saying states: If you were young enough to wear an 
outfit when it was in style the first time, you’re too old to wear it 
when it’s in style the second time. This applies for everything BUT 
the clothes of the Disco era. Dust off the satin jacket and dig out 
the sequined halter tops and practice the Hustle so we can dance 
the night away! 

Party Essentials:  

Site: Save yourself a lot of work by renting a local club for a few hours. They’ll have 
the requisite dance floor, music, lighting, etc. All the ambiance you’ll need in 
one place! 

Transform a local school gym or a small local bar that could use the business 
into your disco. Pick and choose from the set up options suggested below for 
a home party to transform the space. 

Set Up: Try to keep the rooms as close together as possible for that cozy, club feel 

Dance Floor: Clear all the furniture out of the largest room in your house. 
Roll up any rugs and get them out of the way, too. 

Bring in a strobe light, multi-color spot lights and a mirrored 
disco ball to suspend form the ceiling. 

Use large speakers and a sound system that can blast music. 

Bar: Use a room adjacent to the dance floor area to set up the bar. If you 
have the space, set up an actual bar with bar stools and display liquor 
bottles and glasses just like the real thing. 

Change the lights to black lights in this space to make the atmosphere 
different. White cocktail napkins, posters and other things can be used 
to emphasize the black light effect. 

Lounge: Rent tall top tables and chairs and line the walls with couches and 
chairs and low tables for food served buffet style. 

Continue the brightly colored lights, strobe and disco ball look in this 
space. No music, though, so people have a place to sit and talk. 

Decorations: A few “Saturday Night Fever” posters are a must! Include posters of 
popular artists from the era: Donna Summer, K C and the Sunshine 
Band, Chic and Instant Funk. 

TV and movie posters and memorabilia from the era can help set the 
mood: “Charlie’s Angels,” “The Brady Bunch” and “The Monkees.” 
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Toga! 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Whether you feel inspired to pull the Mickey Mouse sheet off your 
kid’s bed or simply come as you are, join us for an “old fashioned” 
college party in the true spirit of “Animal House.” The keg will be 
tapped early and flow all night long, as will the music and dancing. 
But there won’t be any mashed potatoes for miles! 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Turn your home into a frat house!  Put away any important breakables or rugs 
that you don’t want damaged by spills. 

Create a space for food and munches.  Find a place for the requisite keg that 
won’t be damaged by beer or over-flowing cups (the kitchen or a deck/patio).  
Cheap plastic cups are a must.   

Arrange furniture so that it’s against the walls with space in the center of each 
room for dancing  

Decorations: Place some Greek letters out in the front to let guests know they’ve 
arrived at the right house; use those of your fraternity or sorority, or 
better yet – make up your own. 

Add some fake pillars on either side of the front door.  Greet each guest 
with a crown of laurel leaves. 

Make a list of “house rules” and post them near the front entrance: Only 
“Greeks” allowed; Never let the keg run dry; Everyone MUST shout when 
“Shout” is played, etc. 

Put mini-togas on statuary around the house, tape paper togas over 
pictures hanging around the house and hang togas on the wall for 
decoration. 

Drape food tables with lots of fabric to mirror a toga look and use Grecian 
items throughout for center pieces as well as throughout the house – 
urns, pillars, and busts with a crown of laurel leaves. 

Add the extra cheesy touches only if you’re feeling bold: a female 
mannequin, park a motorcycle in the living room, hang a cheerleader 
skirt from the dining room light fixture and drop the pom-poms in an 
unusual place. 

Music: If you have live music, ask the musicians to dress in togas.  Regardless of 
recorded or live the evening must include frequent playings of “Shout” by 
Lloyd Williams.
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Black Light Party 
 
 

Inviting Guests: How long has it been since you wore that tie-die t-shirt and saw it 
transformed under the influence of a black light? Did you know 
some face paints also glow under that particular bulb? Step back in 
time and find some new ways to have fun with that unique blue 
bulb we call “black.” 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Put black light bulbs in as many fixtures as you can find – including the front 
porch and deck lights! 

A variety of colors look great under black light but none is better than white.  
Use white everywhere you have the black color. 

If possible, hold your party at night to ensure as much visual “oomph” as 
possible. 

Decorations: Greet guests with white plastic beaded necklaces and bracelets, white 
hats (baseball caps, top hats, etc.), white feather boas or bandanas to 
ensure a colorful crowd. 

Drape white sheets or light colored fabric over furniture to fill a 
darkened room with the eerie black light. 

Tie-die fabrics with white, yellow and day-glo colors make for 
decorative table coverings, regardless of the lighting.  White bowls, 
serving dishes and platters will enhance the display. 

White plates, plastic silverware and cups are a fun touch. 

Use glow-in-the-dark accents as well.  Glow in the dark necklaces and 
beads can be used with centerpieces or hang them on the liquor bottles 
in the bar (or any where else for that matter!) 

Hang white streamers or bead curtains in doorways and from light 
fixtures with black light bulbs in them. 

Make signs directing people to different rooms using light colored gel 
pens on black paper or poster-board so the words glow. 

If you want to go the creepy route in one room, hang a plastic skeleton, 
fabric ghosts and use a smoke machine. 

Party Fun: Play Hot Potato with a glow-in-the-dark ball or a white ball under a black 
light. 

Have light colored face paints and body pencils for to guest to draw on 
themselves. 

Create a new version of “Twister” with a dark piece of fabric using light 
colored shapes of fabric (white circles, yellow squares, peach triangles 
and pale green rectangles) and play in a black-lit room. 



Flower Power 

 
 

Inviting Guests: The Age of Aquarius is long gone but the spirit of the sixties lives 
on. Whether you were a “Make Love Not War” rocker, a Flower-
Power-Hippie or on the sidelines, this is your chance to relive the 
era when “What’s your sign?” wasn’t a pick up line as much as it 
was a reason to begin a conversation. 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Put a huge peace symbol on your front lawn to let your guests know they’ve 
arrived at Flower Power central. 

Greet guests at the door with hippie beads, head bands, funky sunglasses, 
scarves or other accessories to get them in the mood. 

Set up a poetry reading or open mic room for spontaneous fits of prose. 

Create different “moods” in different rooms using lighting and decorations: 
meditation cushions, mood lighting and incense in one room, rock music 
blasting in another and a large, low coffee table for eating in another – fingers 
only please! 

Decorations: Large paper fans, butterflies and of daisies (plastic, real and drawings) 
can be used to add accents any where. 

Hang plastic or wooden bead in doorways.  Funky colored light bulbs and 
lava lamps also enhance the mood. 

Throw blankets with tie died print or fabric over furniture, paisley fabric 
works too and use fringed fabric for decorating food tables. 

“Make Love Not War,” “Hell No We Won’t Go” and other slogans from that 
era make great posters.  Happy face images on balloons, plates and 
other items add color and another element from the era. 

Use zodiac symbols to augment the visuals.   

Activities: Have Spin Art out for creating colorful pictures. 

String beads – sit around a table chatting and creating a new piece of 
jewelry with gaudy plastic beads. 

Have a happy face piñata filled with 60s goodies for adults. 

Bubble blowing paraphernalia for filling the air (outside or in – beware of 
mess!) is fun. 
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Greed is Good 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Excess of consumption characterizes several decades in U.S. 
history and has inspired a level of consumerism that serves as the 
foundation for everything American from movies to Wall Street – 
join us for a night of decadence. This will be a lavish birthday 
celebration worthy of your best jewels and designed label clothes! 

Party Essentials:  

Decorations: Money-motif items are widely available so take advantage of them: use 
money beach towels for table clothes, hang as banners or spread over 
furniture; money napkins and plates stand out against a green table 
cloth; play money – either “Monopoly” or the stuff you can get for 
children’s cash register – can be sprinkled on any flat surface. 

Centerpieces can be made out of just about anything: a briefcase 
bulging with play money can serve as an accessory just about 
anywhere; spray paint bricks with silver and gold and stack them in 
piles; use plastic jewelry used for children’s dress up as-is or use gold 
and silver spray paint to transform it them and pile it all into a jewelry 
box, spilling out all over the table. 

Pages of the Wall Street Journal and the business section of your local 
news paper and serve as the table cloth for the bar and added to tables 
or other decorative displays. Don’t forget to leave a stack in every 
bathroom; some “get rich quick” books, too. 

Posters of the games of “Life” and “Monopoly,” drawings of blank 
checks and logos such as Gucci, Rolex and designer clothing labels can 
be used as posters by them selves or create store signs for Tiffany and 
others in order to recreate Rodeo Drive along a hallway or in a room. 

Children’s toys such as cash registers and plastic money as well as junk 
jewelry, wallets and purses from a dress up box can also add some 
color as well as visually fun decorations 

Music: There’s lots of music out there to choose from, create an eclectic sound track 
to run throughout the party. Her are some to start with: 

“If I Were a Rich Man” 
“Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best” 
“Friend, Puttin on the Ritz” 
“Easy Street” 
“Santa Baby” 
“Rich Girl” 
“I’d Rather Be Rich” 

“If I had a Million Dollars” 
“We’re in the Money” 
“I Wanna Be Rich” 
“Money Money” 
“Cash Ain't Nothin' But Trash” 
“Nothin’ for Money” 
“Money (That’s What I Want)” 
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Under the Sea 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Frolicking under waves of blue crepe paper and crowning the mer-
king and mer-queen occupied the time of many high schoolers in 
the ’50s in the gymnasium. We’re going back to that underwater 
world for an evening of nostalgic aquatic fun. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: Use a school gymnasium or auditorium if one is available. Any large hall with 
a cavernous feel will also work. 

Set Up: Create the high-school-gym-feel wherever the party is held with tacky and 
easy to set up decorations. 

Scatter round tables around a central dance floor. If there is a stage or raised 
platform for a band, work the room set up to include the musicians as an 
element of the space. 

Live music for this kind of event will only add to the authenticity of the theme. 
Keep the group small or go all out, depending on what your budget will allow. 

Use aquatic theme paper plates, blue plastic silverware and cups. 

Use underwater features to create more of an aquatic feel: a coral reef for the 
food table, a sand bar for the bar, a cave for the dance floor. 

Decorations: A blow up raft at the entrance standing on its side with an “Under the 
Sea” sign will welcome guests to the party. 

Hang and stand up cut-outs of mer-people, including a king and queen, 
fish, octopus, star fish, sea rushing, jelly fish, shark and every other kid 
of aquatic creature you can think of. Rent or inflate large sea creatures 
for added visual appeal. 

Use rows and rows of twisted light blue and bark blue crepe paper 
suspended across the ceiling; use lots of blue balloons on the dance 
floor to act as water. 

Blue and green lights enhance the underwater colors. Use a rotating 
spot that simulates sun rippling through the water for an added effect. 

Seahorses and fish travel in schools, string a group of them together to 
hang or cluster groups at various places on walls. 

Cover tables with blue tablecloths or seascape prints if you can find 
them. Centerpieces can be as simple as a pile of shells and sponges, 
goldfish swimming in bowls or a cluster of candles with shells 
embedded in the wax. 
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“Over the Hill” Parties 

 
Centurion Party 

 
 

Inviting Guests: What would it be like to reach 100 years of age?  With almost 
everyone you know being dead and not being able to remember 
many of your relatives it could make for an interesting event.  
Most of us will never find out but we’ve decided to pretend 
_______ has reached that milestone this year.  Come join us in 
wishing the old girl/boy 100 more! 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Ask your guests to treat the birthday girl/boy like she/he is 100 years old.  
Shouting, exaggerated speech and offer of assistance with feeding her/him 
are recommended. 

Keep the 100 year mark in mind when making preparations too.  Exaggerate 
and use the number 100 as much as possible and follow the “It could always 
be worse” rule of false optimism.   

Use a disposable cake with 100 candles, light them all and give a fire 
extinguisher to the birthday girl/boy for “blowing” them out.  Have a second 
cake for eating. 

Decorations: Use huge letter for the “happy birthday” sign. 

Find things that are 100 years old or older and use them for decorating 
tables.  Hang signs on them that say: At least you aren’t ____ years old 
like ______.  Some ideas to use: 

Tallest tree, Redwood 367’ 6” (1,000 years old +) 

Edinburgh Castle, Scotland (1368 to 1371-ish) 

U.S. Constitution ratification (1791) 

Lewis and Clark expedition (1803) 

Central Park (1858) 

Whitefish, Montana settled (1883) 

Statue of Liberty (1886) 

Eiffel Tower (1889) 

Harley Davidson founded (1903) 

Dr. Seuss (born March 2, 1904) 
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Heading to the Nursing Home 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Who says senior living can’t be fun? A rousing game of BINGO 
followed by a Jell-o snack and a nap would bring a smile to the 
face of any old geezer. Shuffle on over to the ________ Nursing 
Home for you personal tour and find out just how much enjoyment 
there is to be had living amongst the geriatric set. 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Transform your house into a nursing home.  Name different rooms for the 
kinds of activities typically found in a nursing home setting and set up the 
space to match.   

Craft Room: Move furniture out of the way and add several tables, 
preferably circular, with chairs around them.  In the center 
place craft items like tongue depressors, paper cups, glue, 
cotton balls, sequins, glitter and anything else that seems 
appropriate and place table signs on each stating “The craft of 
the day is to use your imagination to make something colorful. 

Exercise Room: Set up work out “stations” with things like stress balls, 1 
pound weights and other very simple exercises.  Post 
instructions like “Squeeze the stress ball five times.  If you 
get winded, slow down or take a break and try again in five 
minutes.” 

Cafeteria: Set up food in a buffet line.  Have some fun with cafeteria trays 
and go the extra mile by putting individual items on individual 
paper plates and in disposable bowls and cover everything with 
plastic wrap. 

Media Center: Scatter large print books and magazines about senior living 
on the coffee table and end tables.  Have magnifying glasses 
and reading glasses available, too.  Have a stack of movies 
available but only include title like “Cocoon,” “Driving Miss 
Daisy” and “Batteries Not Included.” 

Decorations: Rent some males and female mannequins and dress them in nursing 
clothes or scrubs.  Hang signs around their necks giving their titles (e.g. 
constipation specialist, bed pan supervisor). 

On hospital clipboards, display a list of rules for visitors (no sudden 
movements, no shouting in the cardiac wing) and residents’ rules 
(throwing Jell-o at staff will not be tolerated, lights out at 8:00 p.m. 
sharp). 

Use bed pans, plastic water pitchers and other nursing home props for 
centerpieces and table decorations.   
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The Funeral Party 
 

Inviting Guests: __________________ will be laid to rest on ___________. Please 
join us in bidding a fond farewell to this once lively and spirited 
friend, cruelly struck down in his/her prime. The Eulogy will be 
open to all who wish to pay their last respects.  Black attire is 
traditional and appreciated. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: You’ll need to decide how “authentic” you want to be with your set up.  
Renting a hall (avoiding places that might appear to be disrespectful of those 
who are truly mourning) can set a fun atmosphere.  Changing your home into 
a funeral parlor will also work.  

Props: Again, you’ll need to decide how close to the real thing you want to be.  
Renting a casket or making one out of cardboard might be too morbid for 
some or the perfect buffet table for others – decide what fits the personality 
of the birthday person and those attending. 

Urns of flowers and the arrangements usually seen at a funeral home can add 
to the authenticity of the atmosphere.  Renting metal folding chairs and 
setting them up for a “service” in addition to inviting guests to add a 
memento to the casket (maybe this is the place to put birthday gift) add some 
humor to the usually somber rituals. 

Set Up: Going off site: Rent or create the “Funeral Today” signs used by funeral 
parlors and churches to restrict parking in front of a facility.  For an added 
touch, have a pile of purple “Funeral” flags on hand.  If using a valet service, 
have the attendants attach the flag to cars before the guests exit the vehicle. 

Inside, set up the main space as though it were a funeral parlor – casket at 
the head of the room open for viewing with a kneeler in front, lots of flowers 
around the casket and rows of chairs lined up for the service.  Around the 
perimeter set up food and bar tables with black table clothes and paper 
products.  Cluster bistro tables and chairs, covered with black table cloths, for 
people to sit comfortably. 

Staying home: Choose a room for the service and set up the chairs as 
above.  If a casket is not being used, place a framed photograph of the 
birthday boy/girl at the head of the room and surround it with flowers. 

Scatter boxes of tissues throughout the house. Hang black fabric over mirrors, 
stop clocks at the time of death and other traditional rituals of mourning. 

Activities: Host a service for guests.  Have everyone gather in one room, with the 
casket if one is being used, and invite guests to eulogize the recently 
deceased.   

Decorations: Display all kinds of pictures of the “deceased” and personal memorabilia 
(signed high school football, a favorite stuffed animal, etc.) 

Have a guest book for visitors to sign.  Place copies of the will next to it – 
make it funny and irreverent!   

Music: Keep it somber for a while then switch to New Orleans post-burial parade jazz. 



Retirement 

 
 

Inviting Guests: It’s time for the Gold Watch and “Gone Fishin’ ” party. After all, 
reaching the ripe old age of ____ is quite an accomplishment and 
ought to be recognized as such. His/Her productive years behind 
him/her, ______ is riding off into the sunset to live out his/her 
days in a rocking chair, nodding off just after lunch. Help us launch 
him/her into this life transition.  

Party Essentials:  

Site: If possible, host the event at the birthday boy/girl’s place of business.  If not, 
choose a restaurant or home party that would be appropriate for the retiree 
(e.g. sports bar for sports lover, Italian restaurant for a traveler). 

Set Up: At the Office: The physical space will determine what you can do, but try 
to keep people clustered together as much as possible.  Use a nearby 
conference room to set up the bar and create places it sit and eat.  Keep food 
tables in a larger open space for circulation purposes.  Make sure there are 
plenty of chairs for seating and lots of trash cans to avoid messes.  Pile gifts 
on the honoree’s desk. 

At a Restaurant: Work with the staff to create a genuine retirement party, 
including entertainment, a microphone for making impromptu speeches and 
karaoke! 

At Home: Make sure you have an area where everyone can gather to listen 
to the “farewell speech” by the honoree.  Create a place to collect retirement 
gifts, have places for people to talk and snack. 

Decorations: Displays of the retiree’s accomplishments – fake and genuine – create an 
opportunity to poke good humored fun (e.g. framed perfect attendance 
certificate, trophy from a golf outing changed to note “Career Limiting 
Move Award – for beating the boss’s score”) 

Use the props of retirement to add fun touches – fishing pole and tackle 
box, golf clubs, cruise brochures, retirement community pamphlets.   

Find a fishing hat, pith helmet or golf cap and decorate it for the retiree 
to wear throughout the evening. 

Activities: Give guests an opportunity to roast the retiree throughout the evening. 

Have a retirement cake and load the thing up with candles to reflect 
something – the number of days missed in his/her career, the number of 
jobs he/she was fired from – and have everyone gather for a ground of 
“S/He’s a Jolly Good Fellow” followed by the presentation of a fake gold 
watch. 
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Senior Olympics 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Bring your walkers, canes and wheelchairs to compete in the 
obstacle course, relay and other games of the Senior Olympics. 
Don’t want to run the risk of damaging your equipment? Not to 
worry, we’ll let you use ours. Please wear proper competition 
clothing to avoid disqualification. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: You’ll need lots of space – a big back yard, the field of a local school, a park or 
indoor arena (make sure it’s okay to bring in your own equipment and set up 
the competition areas). 

Set Up: Arrange a “First Aid” tent/area for the food and beverages using the trappings 
of a first aid kit: Hang gauze like streamers, sprinkle Band-Aids over the 
tables with Ace bandages wrapped around plastic hospital water pitchers filled 
with flowers 

Designate specific areas for various events with signs propped up on easels 

Decorations: Use the Olympic flag and balloons in the Olympic colors (blue, yellow, 
black, green, red) everywhere. Use paper products with sports images. 

A torch burning near the field of competition is a must – whether paper 
or real; have a presentation platform nearby, too. 

Use the three-tiered award platform for table displays. 

Music: The National Anthem, “Chariots of Fire,” “Take Me Out to the Ball Game,” 
“Centerfield” and other songs with sports in the lyrics. 

Games: Wheelchair Obstacle Course:  Set up cones, trash cans or anything else that 
competitors will have to wheel around before making it back to the finish line. 

Crutch Races: Set up a starting line and have racers hobble one-footed to a 
finish line. 

Walker Relay:  Have teams break up into two groups racing from the starting 
point, using proper walker usage technique, handing off their walker to a 
teammate until the last walker crosses the finish line. 

Cane Egg Walk:  using a cane correctly, have competitor carry a raw egg on a 
spoon from one end of the race course to the other. Anyone who drops an egg 
or is caught using their cane incorrectly must return to the beginning and 
start again. 

Prizes: Gold, silver and bronze medals for each event can be creative and theme 
oriented: Tie ribbons around a container of powder with gold in the name, a 
bottle of vitamins with silver in the name and bronze tinted hair color. 
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Leisure Village 

 

Inviting Guests: The assisted senior living communities in California, New Jersey 
and many other states are affectionately referred to a “Seizure 
Village” by locals. In recognition of __________ ’s move into the 
“senior” class, we’ve decided to give him/her a taste of what to 
expect before making the big-move. Come see for yourself what 
up-scale senior living can be like. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: A home setting is best for this party so that you have plenty of rooms to work 
with. 

Set Up: Set up a pretentious senior citizen’s home with all the glitz and glamour you 
can manage while poking fun at the birthday boy/girl. 

Cartier Fitness Set up an electronic golf game and stick the names of  
Center: expensive golf clubs on the sticks.  Paint hand weights gold, 

silver and bronze.  Place designer name towel in the space 
(either real thing or paper logos will work as well). 

Wolfgang Puck Post a rich menu for breakfast, lunch and dinner.  Use Puck 
Dining Room: logos to decorate everything.  Use expensive bottles of wine, 

caviar and other sinfully expensive treats (or made up labels 
on the cheap stuff) for center pieces and displays. 

Gucci Art The likelihood of these seniors doing “crafts” isn’t great.  
Gallery:  However, making it look like they might engage in water color, 

pastels or other high-brow activities is reasonable.  Set up an easel 
or two, work table with paints and other items.  Don’t forget the 
Gucci smocks! 

Bose Now sitting in front of an insanely expensive theater system 
Media Center: is this crowd’s idea of the ultimate leisure activity.  Make a 

large screen TV out of a cardboard box or paper.  Hang an 
“out of order” sign on it along with a list of suggested 
activities (golf, polo, Paris tour, Caribbean cruise, etc.) 

Decorations: Outside of each room hang a sign indicating the name in calligraphy or 
some other elaborate, ornate manner. 

Spray paint typical nursing home supplies in gold and silver.  Decorate 
them with plastic jewels, leaving nothing out: bed pans, specimen cups in 
the bathroom, clip board with the menus or activity schedules posted. 

Display a list of rules for visitors (please don’t touch the Ming vases or sit 
on the chintz couches in the visitors room) and residents’ rules (jewelry 
must be turned into the safe before 2:00 a.m., cancellation of a seat in 
the limo for shopping trips must be received 24 hours in advance). 
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Emergency Room 

 

Inviting Guests: Considering that ____________ is facing a life in which a broken 
hip, a twisted ankle and high blood pressure are likely to land 
him/her in the hospital on a regular basis we thought we’d 
celebrate his/her birthday in his/her new home away from home, 
but with better food. Come learn how to properly apply an Ace 
bandage and spike the fruit punch in the cafeteria! 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: If you want to get into it, rent a hall and set up an emergency room with a 
reception desk, waiting area and individual exam areas.  You can rent some 
hospital equipment or rig up your own. 

For the reception area, use white table clothes and skirting on long tables.  
The waiting area can be rows and rows of folding chairs – don’t forget the 
table with old magazines and pharmaceutical brochures.  Hang clothes lines 
and drape them with white sheets and blankets at regular intervals along the 
side walls to create exam areas.  Use cafeteria type tables in each for them 
tables; cover them with cheap, white paper table clothes and toss a pillow at 
the head. 

Use the exam areas for food table, the bar and birthday gift collection. 

You can do all of the above in your home as well, using different rooms for 
different areas.  Make the kitchen the cafeteria. 

Decorations: Make signs for each of the areas, don’t forget the health posters! 

Use what hospital supplies you can in a fun way; fill IV bags with catsup 
and mustard and hang them near the food table; use cotton ball boxes 
for holding silverware; use empty peroxide bottles for bud vases. 

Strategically place a few cut outs or mannequins in hospital staff garb. 

Games: Ace Bandage Wrapping Contest: The person who wraps the “injured person’s” 
ankles, elbows and wrists the fastest (without falling off when the victims 
walks around) wins. 

Band-Aid Art Contest: Have guests use band-aids to create pictures. 

Bed Pan Relay: The team that successfully reaches the finish line first wearing 
bed pans for shoes wins. 

Prizes: The Golden Bed Pan, Silver Bed Pan and Bronze Bed Pan (bed pans spray 
painted) can serve as the top achievement awards if you track who wins the 
most events. 

Books on first-aid, boxes of Band-Aids, an enima, bottles of an upset stomach 
remedy, plastic daily pill boxes and other medical products related to seniors 
and emergencies can be used for individual tournament prizes. 
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How To Stay Young 

 

Inviting Guests: “An apple a day keeps the doctor away,” sounds like good advice, 
but we know there are even better suggestions out there. George 
Burns recommended a cigar a day, something about beautiful 
women too. Bring your best advice on aging to share with the one 
who needs it most, __________________ . 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Ask guests to bring their best tips on staying young.  When they arrive, direct 
them to write their suggestions on the paper provided to document the ideas. 

Hang paper on every wall (rolls of butcher paper, kid’s easel paper or brown 
packing paper will work best).  Place white erase board and flip chart pads 
wherever wall space isn’t available. 

In different rooms prompt different kinds of advice with headers on some of 
the pages:  

“An apple a day keeps the doctor away” on a flip chart in the kitchen 

“Life is uncertain, eat dessert first” on the wall in the dining room 

“Oat bran helps reduce the risk of colon cancer” on a legal pad in the 
bathroom 

“The unexamined life is not worth living – Socrates” on the wall of the 
family room 

“Warm up before you work out” on a flip chart in a chair on the deck 

Decorations: If you want to focus on the childish interpretation of staying young, 
continue the baby furniture idea from the front yard throughout the 
house.  Use a changing table for the bar, hang baby shower 
decorations, use a stroller to hold gifts, pink and blue balloons and 
streamers are perfect!  Stuffed animals make great centerpieces. 

Dig some baby equipment out of the basement or borrow it from a 
friend.  Put a height chair on the porch, a play pen (or pack and play) 
and a crib in the front yard. 

Use quotes chose for each room to guide the decorations for that room:  
lots of healthy stuff in the kitchen (bowls of fruit and nuts for center 
pieces, stalks of wheat in vases), sweet treats in the dining room (use 
cook books open to pictures of beautiful desserts and boxes of 
chocolates for centerpieces and table displays, use authentic milk sake 
glasses for vases). 
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Ethnic 

Boxing Day 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Boxing Day is typically held on December 26 and might have 
begun with the gentry of England who gave their unwanted 
Christmas boxes/gifts to their servants on that day. Another 
variation suggests wealthy families sent servants home on the 26th 
with boxes of left over food so they could celebrate Christmas with 
their families.  Come see what’s in our boxes! 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Decide if you want to have guests bring unwanted stuff to the party.  If so, 
make sure you have a table set up near the entrance for guests to deposit 
their treasures on the way in and pick something up on the way out. 

Boxes, boxes everywhere!  You’ll need lots of flat surfaces and places to 
display boxes and use boxes for party needs.  While you’re preparing ask 
yourself, “How can I incorporate/use a box?” 

Decorations: Decorate cardboard boxes with wrapping paper, ribbons and bows.  Have 
the kids paint plain boxes in funky colors or gaudy them up with fake 
jewels, glitter, sequins or anything else that can be attached with glue or 
tape.  Use these to hold flower bouquets or just pile them up by 
themselves for centerpieces or table decorations. 

Wrap or decorate large boxes, like moving cartons, and pile them on the 
front porch or line the front walk.  Wrap the front door in paper and 
ribbon and hang ribbons on outdoor lights. 

Replace functional containers with boxes as a way to augment 
decorations.  Use old moving cardboard boxes for trash receptacles.  
Anything that requires a container, use a box: small decorative boxes for 
holding utensils and cocktail napkins; nuts, mints and other snack food 
bowls can be placed into ornate boxes. 

Create some unexpected surprises in the boxes you use for decorations 
and casually encourage guests to check them out.  In the boxes with lids, 
rig them with things that will pop out when opened (a jack in the box set 
to spring, attach the lid of a “can of worms” to the underside of the box 
lid) so they spring out at unsuspecting guests.   

Make other boxes that are specifically designed to engage your guests.  
Write silly instructions on other such as “shake three times, turn upside 
down and open over the head of another person.” Leave some of them 
empty but fill others with packing popcorn or streamers.  Fill others with 
trivia cards or games they can play during the evening. 
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Luau 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Put on your grass skirt or your favorite Hawaiian shirt, dig your 
flip-flops out of the closet, practice for the limbo and come ready 
to drink from a coconut. All our tropical paradise needs is you! 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Best held outside during warm weather seasons however, indoor 
arrangements can be made for this kind of shin-dig.  

Greet guests with flower leis, grass skirts and/or big floppy woven sun hats  

Create a beach area (either in a large plastic/blow-up pool or better yet, 
host the party on a sand volleyball court!) with folding chairs, umbrellas and 
sand toys for building castles. 

If there’s room, set up a volleyball or badminton court. 

Hang paper lanterns for evening lighting. Tiki torches also work well and can 
be used to ring the beach area or other places you want to highlight. 

If you’re feeling adventurous, include a traditional pig roast; a feast of 
native foods eaten while sitting on the ground if fun. 

Don’t forget the fake palm trees and pink flamingos. 

Accessorizing: Skirt tables with grass skirting, beach towels or use fish netting.  

For a rustic feel, use wooden bowls, fake coconut cups for holding 
condiments, silverwares, and wicker paper plate holders. 

Decorate your food table with a big wicker basket filled with bananas, 
pineapples, coconuts, kiwi and other fruits. Add starfish, conch shells 
and/or fake parrots for more color. 

Umbrellas for beverages are as essential as fruity and frozen drinks in 
hurricane glasses. 

Entertainment: Hire dancers to perform traditional Hawaiian dances. 

Drummers and other musicians can also play traditional island music. 

Games: Limbo: How low can you go? Use a stick of bamboo, a broom or, for a 
more interesting challenge, a hose with the water on and two people 
who like to squirt people holding either end. 

Coconut Races: Have contestants sweep a real coconut from the 
starting point, around some object (like a tree) and back to the start. 

Conch Shell Blow: Find out who can make the best call. 
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Greek Wedding 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Eating, drinking and everyone’s family!  Waiting for a wedding for 
a festive Greek party makes no sense, especially when there isn’t 
a drop of Greek blood in the family gene pool.  So we’re going to 
take the best of a wedding celebration and enjoy this party the 
best way, the only way – the Greek way. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: Rent a hall for a traditional wedding reception feel or host the party at home 
with all the trappings of a reception. 

Set Up: Reception: Use a traditional lay out with a head table, guest tables and a 
dance floor.  Put the birthday boy/girl at the head table with close friends 
and family.   

Home: Make your home look like Greece exploded all over the place – 
incorporate stereotypical and traditional Greek elements everyplace you can.  
Be sure to have room for dancing!   

Decorations: Incorporate traditional Greek wedding traditions in the decorations. 

The couple is crowned with white or gold or everlasting flowers like 
orange blossoms; this signifies they are the heads of their home, or their 
kingdom, and they are charged to rule with wisdom, justice and integrity.  
Use crowns for center pieces and table decorations, hang them on 
statues or loop them over the corners of picture frames. 

Gifts are left on the couple's marriage bed.  Create a makeshift bed 
somewhere in the part area for birthday gifts. 

Greek brides wore traditional wedding veils of red or yellow; they were 
supposed to protect the bride from evil spirits and demons.  Use red and 
yellow veils for table coverings. 

Feeling bold? Create a place where people can break dishes.  Collect 
inexpensive dishes from garage sales and second hand stores and invites 
guests to have at it! 

Bom Bom Yara, almond candies covered in white chocolate, are tied into 
a small package in odd numbers and given to all the guests as they 
leave. Be sure to have a basket near the door for when people leave. 

Go the route of “My Big Fat Greek Wedding” and cheesy decorations 

Add a fountain and other yard statuary to the front yard to greet guests. 

Have Greek vacation travel brochures everywhere.  Be sure to have 
books about Greece with lots of pictures. 

Hang the Greek flag and add lots of white statuary around the house. 
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Mama Luigi’s Basement 

 
 

Inviting Guests: “You’re too skinny! Eat, Eat!” Words of love from the Italian 
grandma everyone ought to have. You’ll hear them and more, not 
to mention a few versions of “That’s Amore” when you join us for 
an evening of pasta, Bocce Ball and birthday Cannoli. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: If possible, get everyone around the same table for a meal at some point in 
the evening.  This is the true experience of the Italian dinner.  If you don’t 
have the space in your home, see about renting a hall. 

Make sure there is room for Bocce Ball (a type of lawn bowling) either on 
grass or a sandy area – like a volley ball court – a hard floor won’t work.  
Carpet might do but watch out for the breakables! 

Set Up: The Bocce Ball court doesn’t need a chalk outline or fancy edges, just mark 
either end of the playing area (distance per the instructions) and have a pad 
or paper pr chalk board to marking down scores. 

Make it a night to remember with a singer performing Italian opera songs or a 
trio of strolling musicians playing Italian standards. 

If need be, rent 6’ or 8’ tables and place them end-to-end, turning through 
doorways if need be.  Use red and white checked table clothes if possible.  
Mismatched chairs help the mood but if you don’t have enough, matching 
folding chairs are acceptable. 

Make sure you have a bar set up and an hors d’oeuvres table for pre- and 
post-dinner munching, but all dinner should be served family style.  Passing 
bowls and platters is part of the fun.  To avoid having the same person end up 
with the empty bowls at the end, stagger where the food begins to move 
around the tables.   

Decorations: You can try to recapture the ambiance of an Italian family gathering 
around tables crammed together in the basement (the only room in the 
house large enough to have everyone at the table at the same time) 
but using all things Italian for your focus will probably look much nicer. 

Illustrated Italian cook books and photography books with text about 
the region make great coffee table books for browsing and can also 
augment table centerpieces. 

Hang the Italian Flag (red, green and white) and use those colors for 
napkins, plates, cups, etc.  Bottles of wine, baskets of fruit, dry pasta in 
glass jars and fragrant stalks of fresh spices like oregano and basal 
arranged in vases make great center pieces and table decorations. 
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Medieval Feast 
 

Inviting Guests: Feasting, jousting and good natured revelry await you at our 
recreation of a Medieval Feast; after working up an appetite on the 
field of competition, we’ll feast and enjoy the entertainments of 
the Celts and other bygone cultures. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: A large yard and an adjacent hall or tent are the best ways to enjoy the 
revelry of this party. After completing competitions, host the feast. 

Yard Set Up: Put together an arch covered with ribbons or crepe paper streamers. 
This will serve as the entrance to the party field. Vine arches are a 
symbol of fertility, renewal and growth; passing through an arch serves 
as a symbolic entrance to a new world. 

Ring off the competition site with rope with strips of cloth or triangular 
pieces of fabric tied on every foot or so 

Create crest-like signage for each competition and display them near 
the areas designated for that game. 

Feast Set Up: At one end of the room, set up a platform on which musicians and 
storytellers will perform for the diners between courses. In front of the 
platform place the head tables for the host and most honored guests. 
These tables should be covered with beautiful, ornate table cloths and 
centerpieces. 

Behind the head tables, arrange rectangular tables and benches (or 
chairs) in a U-shape for all the other guests. A cheap fabric such as 
burlap or other plain cloth is used to cover these tables. Edible 
centerpieces such as bowls of fruit and mixed rolls and breads match 
the functional look. 

Cover the floors with rushes and use suits of armor, shields and swords 
for decoration. Be sure the shields have coats of arms. 

Candles on every table in decorative holders (head tables) or plain 
candle sticks (for guest tables) are essential to setting the mood. 

Decorations: Hang some simple banners in jewel toned colors everywhere. 

Wood, pewter and wrought iron bowls, plates and platters work best for 
serving dishes and place settings. 

Flower garlands can be used anywhere to add color and fragrance. 

Entertainment: Have a jester, jugglers and staged sword fights occur thought the 
evening, including on stage during the feast 

Competition: Burlap sack races 

Plastic sword fights or fencing competitions 

Pin the tail on the dragon 

Jousting (competitors ride broom stick horses and wield string mops) 



Arabian Nights 

 
 

Inviting Guests: The Thousand and One Arabian Nights translated by Sir Richard 
Francis Burton includes amazing stories such as the Fisherman and 
the Jinni, The Ebony Horse, Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves and 
Aladdin. Inspired by these tales of mystery and adventure, we’ve 
created a desert oasis for you to enjoy an evening of food, stories 
and rest from your weary daily travels. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: Create an oasis in a park under a canopy of trees, on a sand volleyball court 
(sans the net) or in your backyard with a large tent. 

If you end up on a volleyball court, use the poles to create individual tents. 

Be sure to have a body of water or a well; make it humorous by using an old 
metal wash tub with a hose lying next to it or get elaborate and use plastic 
sheeting to line an indentation in the sand, fill it with water and surround the 
edges with potted plants and flowers. 

Set Up: Make a pyramid out of PVC pipes, cover it with ivory colored sheets or sandy 
colored fabric and have guests enter the Oasis through this unique threshold. 

Don’t forget the torches (or brightly colored paper lanterns if open flame isn’t 
an option) to light up the night. 

Decorations: Rent desert fun – camels, palm trees, mummies, large fans made of 
feathers and Egyptian wall hangings of caravans, ancient gods, and 
camels.  

Large palm plants, Ficus trees and other greenery can also be rented 
and used to create clusters of vegetation. Add some pillows or ground 
coverings to create an inviting place to sit. 

Use rubber snakes, woven mats and palm fronds on flat surfaces. 

Place large woven baskets with lids around in groups or turn open-
topped baskets upside down for tables. 

Small woven baskets can be used to hold essentials on the food and 
beverage tables: utensils, napkins, swizzle sticks, etc. 

Entertainment: Belly dancers decked out in scarves, belts dripping with coins and 
headdresses are enjoyable to watch and add a unique sound to the 
party. Be sure to have one or more of the dancers perform the Dance 
of a Thousand Veils. 

Story tellers dressed in Arabian garb to perform some of the tales of 
the Thousand and One Arabian Nights. 
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Chinese New Year 

 

Inviting Guests: The Chinese New Year starts with the New Moon on the first day of 
the New Year and ends on the full moon 15 days later. The 
celebration ends with an elaborate parade. Dragons, paper 
lanterns, delicious food and the music of China will make this a 
birthday celebration you won’t want to miss. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: Transform your home into a Chinese show place with a rich palate of red, 
purples, gold, greens and yellows.  Silk and woven tapestries depicting dragons, 
peacocks and landscapes can all be used to tell the story of the Chinese New 
Year.   

Have guests leave their shoes at the door.  

Place low tables and comfortable cushions around for enjoying traditional 
Chinese foods.  Have chopsticks for everyone (and regular utensils for the faint 
of heart) 

Decorations: String paper Chinese lanterns inside and out.  

Suspend paper dragon kites with long tails from the ceiling or hang 
them on walls, wrapping the tails around corners or in an out of the 
spindles of a hand rail.  

Rent some decorative kimonos from a costume shop and hang those as 
decorations.  Better yet, wear one when you greet your guests! 

Mandarin hats, floral fans, printed silk scarves, Chinese dragons, the 
Chinese zodiac animals and ornate lacquered boxes can be used for 
centerpiece display or to add some color and character to the bar and 
other flat surfaces in any room. 

Entertainment: Give guests an opportunity to learn what animal they were born 
under in the Chinese Lunar Calendar.  The Chinese believe the 
animal ruling the year in which a person is born has a profound 
influence on personality, saying: "This is the animal that hides in 
your heart." 

Bring in performers to present traditional dances and play traditional 
music throughout the evening. 

Feeling silly? Why not include a dragon piñata?  Use a beautiful silk 
scarf for the blindfold. Or play Pin the Tail on the Dragon. 

Be sure to include sparklers and even shoot off some fireworks in 
honor of the New Year. 
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Around the World in 80 days 
 

 
 

Inviting Guests: The tastes and fragrances of a Moroccan bazaar, a Paris café, a 
Chinese tea house and many other destinations from around the 
world await you in this feast for your taste buds as well as your 
eyes. Please join us as we travel the world without leaving our zip 
code! 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Choose a travel motif for the event (e.g. hot air balloon, airplane, train) and 
use that in the spaces that don’t have a specific country for a theme. For 
example, if you’re using a train hang travel posters in hallways and create a 
ticket counter where guests can check their coats. 

Create a different country in each room of the house.  Hang the flag near the 
room or on a door (include a sign too, just in case) to let people know where 
they are.  Each room can be as elaborate or simple as you choose but the 
arrangements can help the flow of the party. Be sure to have foods for 
sampling from that county. 

Chinese Tea House: This room can serve as the bar area.  Remove all the 
furniture and create seating clusters on the floor with cushions and low tables 
in the tradition of a genuine tea house.  Use folding screens of rice paper, 
elaborate scarves, traditional Chinese tea sets and colorful silk lanterns for 
ambiance. 

Moroccan Bazaar: Set this up in the dining room with different stalls or 
booths on card tables covered with woven blanket or rugs indicative of the 
region.  One table can serve as a place for collecting birthday gifts.  Another 
can be a food table, another can be covered with treasures on might find at a 
bazaar. 

Russian Banya: A traditional bath house that is typically an out building in 
the yard of a country house, this small, enclosed space uses steam and cold 
water to cleanse and purify the body.  Create a rustic feel to a room for place 
to sit and socialize.   

French Café: This must be the kitchen!  The French are known for their love 
of food so use this to your advantage.  Mini Eiffel towers, berets and wine 
bottles for candle holders will help create the atmosphere.  If possible, include 
some bistro tables and chairs. 

Music: Place a CD player in each room with a selection of music from the country  
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Grown-Up Children’s Parties 
 

Slumber Party  
(but everyone goes home) 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Put on your comfy PJ’s, grab your slippers and your favorite 
stuffed animal because you can’t get through the door without 
them. Pizza, pop and way too much candy were the best parts 
about sleep-overs. Ghost stories, popcorn fights and who knows 
what else can happen when adults get to act like kids again. 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Collect a bunch of sleeping bags and pillows and set up one room as the boy’s 
room and one as the girl’s.  Push all the furniture to the edges of the room.  
In the girl’s room, circle the sleeping bags around a pile of girl toys (dolls, 
stuffed animals, boxes of costume jewelry and bowls of cheap make up and 
nail polish).  In the boy’s room set up two rows of sleeping bags facing each 
other with an aisle between them.  Have piles of boy stuff scattered (comic 
books, Silly Putty, miniature cars). 

If two TV rooms are possible, set up a girl’s and boy’s with a selection of 
gender specific movies, music and board games.  If not, mix it all up in one 
space. 

Stock the kitchen with all kinds of junk food from chips and candy to pizza and 
corn dogs.  Nothing healthy allowed! 

Decorations: Do gender specific decorating in rooms where this makes sense.  Posters 
are an easy way to decorate.  Some boy/girls specific tips include: 

Girls 
Place girl toys around: 
Doll house, dress-up clothes & 
ballet shoes 
Use floral print lamp shades 
Make a tent out of blankets 

Boys 
Place boy toys around: 
Cowboy hat, sling shot & 
sports stuff 
Make a tent out of blankets 
Use cowboy lamps 

 
Activities: At some point have all the girls go to their space and all the boys go to 

theirs for girls/boys-only fun.  Raids on the other group are not only 
allowed, they’re encouraged. 

Have everyone cram into one room, turn off all the lights, pass out a 
handful of flashlights and tell ghost stories. 

Leave movies running throughout the night.  Have bowls of popcorn and 
munchies immediately available. 
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Country Western 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Whether you think you’re a throw back to the days of ten-gallon 
hats or just like wearing cowboy boots and fringe you’re going to 
feel right at home on our range. 

Party Essentials: 

Site: If possible, rent a barn or find a park where you can set up a barn-like space 
(enclose a picnic shelter with brown blankets of fabric to make it barn-like). 

Set Up: Bring in bales of hay to section off the competition area and create seating.  If 
you’re hosting this party at home, use some bales out front to welcome 
guests. 

Use picnic tables, whiskey barrels and wash tubs for tables and other needs 
(beverages iced in a metal tub looks better than a plastic cooler). 

Decorations: Use party essentials to enhance the mood and atmosphere: serve food 
in aluminum pie tins (or rent/buy enameled plates for everyone); use 
enameled coffee pots for vases for flower center pieces; red and white 
or blue and white gingham checked table clothes and napkins are a 
must! 

Inexpensive bandanas can serve as napkins, liners for baskets with 
bread or other food and accents for centerpieces – wrap one around the 
handle of the coffee-pot bouquet, just like the cowboys would do! 

Set up moonshine stills.  If you can make one operational, use it for 
dispensing water.  Otherwise use them to indicate bar areas. 

Typical farm equipment can be used for fun accessories: rope, horse 
shoes, pitchfork, milking stool and milking bucket are just a few.  Don’t 
forget the artifacts from the lawless West: silver star, sheriff’s hat. 

Make a WANTED poster with the face cut out.  Use a digital camera to 
take pictures of your guests and print them out before they leave.  
Polaroid-type cameras work well too. 

Games: Horse Racing: Use “horses” made from mops and broomsticks for relay 
races. 

Barrel Races:  Each team races a wheel barrow full of hay around whiskey 
barrels or garbage cans without spilling their loads. 

Lasso Technique:  Use a rocking horse and have a rope made into a lasso for 
guests to try their hand at lassoing the horse's head. 

Don’t forget the horse shoe pit! 
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Mad Hatter’s Tea Party 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Fall down our rabbit hole and see what silliness and fun adults can 
have when the children aren’t around and there are all kinds of 
silly creatures coming out of the woodwork! 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Here’s your chance to get really bizarre and funky!  You can use Alice in 
Wonderland as a guide for your party or create your own weirdness.  
Suggestions for both are included. 

If you want to take the tea party theme literally, set up different kinds of tea 
rooms and  

Funky Fun: Use the tea party theme for setting up a different kind of tea party in 
different rooms of the house. 

The Chocolate Tea:  Everything and anything chocolate goes: hot 
chocolate, bon bons, truffles, chocolate cake, chocolate chip cookies, etc.  
Use the same for decorations – Toll House cookie tins, Hershey 
memorabilia and anything Swiss will work. 

The Fruity Tea:  Everything and anything fruity goes: orange and lemon 
teas, fruit slice candies, strawberry shortcake, pineapple upside down 
cake.  Fruit print table clothes, cups and saucers with fruit designs on 
them and bowls of fruit for centerpieces round out the decorations. 

Alice Revisited: Use different elements of the story to decorate different rooms. 

The playing card room: In addition to piles and piles of decks of 
playing card, Hoyles Hook of Games and poker chips for betting, this 
room can use beach towels with images of playing cards and other 
paraphernalia to decorate the space. 

The potions room: This room can be a place to just sit and socialize or 
serve as the bar.  Fill it with all kinds of bottles – wine bottle, antique 
bottle, soda pop bottle, bottle of bubble blowing stuff.  Use them for 
holding flowers or fill them with fun things like snacks (candy, nuts) 
or make games out of them – guess the number of gum balls, cotton 
balls, piece of popcorn. 

Set up fun-house mirrors in different places so that as guests walk by 
they get a distorted views of themselves.  Use your imagination to 
come up with other fun-house touches. 
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Pool Party 

 
 

Inviting Guests: This is a no-kids-allowed event when eating and drinking in the 
pool while floating in a chair is allowed and rough-housing during 
water volleyball isn’t just encouraged, it earns your team extra 
points for enthusiasm! Come get wet in honor of the birthday 
boy/girl. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: Best held at a pool.  Rent the local public pool, the local country/swim club or 
ask a friend if you can borrow their yard for the party.  Above ground or in 
ground doesn’t matter, it just needs to be full of water! 

Set Up: Have lots of inflatable toys, floating devices and stuff for playing 

Lounge chairs are essential equipment for relaxing and drying off are nice, in 
addition to table and chairs.  Be sure to have a few large umbrellas for those 
sun sensitive individuals. 

Have a box or tub near the pool filled with aquatic sports equipment and other 
games so they are ready at a moment’s notice. 

Outfit each table with a lifesaving ring as the centerpiece and fill it with bottles 
sun screen, sun tan lotion and zinc oxide as well as Solarcaine and Aloe Vera 
gel for those who over do on the UV rays.   

Be sure food and beverage tables are far enough away from the pool to avoid 
a messy clean up later. 

Decorations: Keep them simple, even functional if you prefer, to keep the focus on the 
pool and having fun. 

Use beach towels everywhere!  For table cloths and other surfaces that 
need covering.  Drape them over the chairs and lay them out on the 
ground.  Ball up a few for pillows. 

Use inflatable palm trees, animals (like sharks, dinosaurs and aquatic 
life) to add some color around the pool. 

Games: Pool volley ball games come with nets that attached to the side of the pool or 
the stretch between two floating buoy – pick on that works best for your site. 

Inflatable beach balls for bopping around are a must – make up the rules of a 
game as you go along. 

Marco Polo is always a good one. 

Balls, Frisbees and other throwing things usually inspire spontaneous fun. 
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Bowling Alley Bash 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Whether you’re a gutter Ball Queen or a King Pin, this bowling 
party is not like any kid event you’re ever attended. Serious 
bowlers can bring their own balls and shoes but everyone needs to 
bring their sense of fun while we bowl a few frames with the 
birthday boy/girl and finish up with an awards banquet unlike 
anything the PBA has ever seen. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: Holding this birthday party at a real bowling alley is a must for the full 
experience. 

Set Up: Work with the alley to determine what food and beverages can be brought in 
or must be purchased on site. Find out what kind of decorations are allowed 
and what kind of access you’ll have to the PA system for making 
announcements and selecting lively music. 

Arrange for enough tables and chair to have everyone seated together for the 
award ceremony (and banquet if you want people to eat all at one time). If 
noshing while games are going on, use the snack bar as well as placing table 
with munchies near the lanes for easy access. 

Many bowling alleys now have glow-in-the-dark balls or neon bowling. Make 
arrangements for part of the evening to be spent in the dark. 

Games: To keep the bowling interesting, have an announcer tell players their next 
shot must be made: 

1) With the opposite hand 
2) Between the legs 
3) Blind folded (or eyes closed) 
4) Standing on left leg only 
5) Sitting down 
6) Backwards 
7) Hopping 

Keep track of scoring to award prizes for: 

Lowest game  
Highest game  
Most strikes  
Most spares  
Team Awards (if teams are set up) for highest and lowest scoring teams 
Gutter Ball Award (for the most gutter balls) 
Best Dressed Bowler Award  
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Under the Big Top 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Come one, come all to the greatest show on ___________ Drive! 
See death defying feats of amazing skill and silliness that will 
make you laugh until your sides hurt. Why should kids have all the 
fun??? 

Party Essentials:  

Site: For a truly amazing party, rent a tent and host your party under it.  If that’s 
not possible, go all out in decorating your house! 

Set Up: Cover the walk to the front door in hay and create a tend opening around 
your front door to give the illusion of walking under the big top. 

Decide what performers you’d like to have for the party so that you know 
what kind of spaces you need to create: 

Inside:  Set up a room for a crystal ball, tarot card reader and/or psychic; a 
place for juggling lessons maybe? 

Outside:  Make sure you have some space outside for jugglers, fire eaters and 
other entertainment.  Set up bleachers or rows of chair in a circle to create 
the illusion of a tent setting.   

Have a space for performers to rest and relax when they need a break. 

Decorations: Bring in an old fashioned popcorn cart for fun, and to add the aroma of 
popcorn to the party while you pop bags for guests. 

Circus posters are a must!  Make signs to hang around the house 
announcing show times, highlighting specific acts (describing the dancing 
bear from India, the fearless antic of the Polish family high wire act) and 
directions (this way to the Bearded Lady’s tent). 

Create a ticket window display and hang in the bar area. 

Set up different rooms for attractions and outfit them accordingly.  Dress 
up some mannequins to serve as the bearded lady, the Siamese twins 
and the dog-faced boy and put them on display.   

Create the psychic’s tents with round tables in different corners covered 
with scarves and lace and lots of fringe for the crystal ball, tarot card and 
palm readers. 

Have a clown room with all the trappings of clowning around for those 
who want to try their hand at creating a white face (make up, wigs, hats, 
red noses etc.) and learning to juggle (balls and bean bags).  Have a 
clown on site to make balloon animals and teach the art of juggling. 
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Cops & Robbers 

 
 

Inviting Guests: The last time you wielded a cap gun and wore an “authentic” 
plastic silver star was probably close to the time you robbed the 
bank of play money and got away with it. We’re going to have 
plenty of money to snatch and damsels in distress as well as a jail 
in which you’ll cool your heels if you get caught. Good guys and 
bad guys, good girls and bad girls are all going to have such fun it 
ought to be illegal! 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Set up several popular places to “rob” in different rooms of your house and be 
sure to include a few stashes of loot – bank (a vault with money, safety 
deposit boxes, teller’s desk), jewelry store (jewelry case, cash register), pawn 
shop (shelves of items, safe). 

Create a jail by hanging black crepe paper over the doorways of one room.  
Be sure to include the clerk’s desk for paying bail (or bribing the guard). 

If you want to have a judge hear cases, set up a bench and rotate your guests 
as judges to hear the guilty plead their case.  If the money for a dying 
mother’s medicine is an acceptable excuse, the judge has the power to issue 
probation over jail time or dismiss charges. 

Use kids toy cash resisters, junk jewelry, play money (or even make your own 
pretend cash) and other props for setting up the rooms and items to be 
pilfered. 

The Guests: When your guests arrive divide them up into cops and robber by giving 
them a slip of paper or a prop that indicates they’re a cop (a badge or a 
squirt gun) and robbers (a bag for loot or file to pick locks).  Instruct 
them to reveal or keep secret their identity as they choose. 

The cops are supposed to catch robbers and throw them in jail and 
robbers are supposed to try to get away with stealing stuff throughout 
the night.   

The Rules: Cops can be bribed – whether it’s to get out of jail or to look the other 
way.  Robbers can work in teams – to distract the cops and split the loot or 
break out of jail.   

Once caught, crooked cops and robbers have to spend time in the clink. 

Prizes: At the end of the night, or a designated time, have the cops and robbers tally 
up their successes and award those with “The Stickiest Fingers,” “The Most 
Arrests” or “The One That Got Away.”  
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Mexican Fiesta 

 
 

Inviting Guests: May 5, 1862 is Cinco de Mayo, a truly authentic Mexican 
celebration.  But who needs an official day to enjoy the sights, 
sounds and flavors from our neighbors South of the border? 

Party Essentials:  

Site: Have lots of room for dancing – both watching and participating.  Use outdoor 
space if the weather is conducive. 

Set Up: Make your house look like it belongs south of the border with decorations, 
music and the aromas of Mexican cooking. 

Decorations: Create a sleeping Mexican to put by the front door (slouched in a chair in 
a poncho and jeans with a big sombrero) with a sign welcoming guests. 

The Mexican flag can serve as a guide for your color selections: red, 
white and green.  Or it can be part of an array of southwestern colors.  
Use woven wool blankets and rugs for table coverings or spread them 
over the floors. 

Sombreros make great decorations but can also be used for serving up 
corn chips and other munchies (line the brim with plastic wrap or waxed 
paper if you’re worried about messes. 

Bandanas, clusters of multicolored chili peppers, even empty piñatas 
make fun decorations for food tables and centerpieces.   

Hang red, green and yellow chilies-shaped lights any place you need a 
splash of color.  Around the front door is a fun way to greet guests. 

Maracas give a festive touch to a center piece, but they’re great noise 
makers too! Have plenty on hand so that guests can join the music or 
add to the fun of dancing. 

Entertainment: A piñata filled with sweets, balloons and small toys is a must!  See 
how much fun adults can have with this traditional kid’s party game! 

Bringing in traditional Flamenco dancers to perform and teach guests 
the art form. 

Musicians playing traditional Mexican music will add to the festivities; 
strolling musicians (if they can sing, all the better!) can also take the 
music to different spaces.  Whether they’re using steel drums, fiddles, 
accordions or any other instrument, live music is much more 
entertaining than CDs playing in the background. 
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Traditional Favorites 
 

Sock Hop 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Elvis look-alikes, bobby-soxers and everyone else from that era of 
raucous music and wild dancing is invited to join us for an evening 
of milkshakes, burgers and fries—not to mention fantastic music 
and fun. So dig out your poodle skirt, letterman sweater and 
saddle shoes, grab your sweetheart and be prepared to twist the 
night away. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: If you have the budget and the desire, rent a hall and hire a band to recreate 
this bygone era. 

Staying closer to home, move all the furniture out of the largest room in your 
house. Hardwood floor? Roll up the rugs and get them out of the way, too. 

Set Up: After creating the dance floor, be sure you have plenty of music and decorate 
with lots of streamers and balloons. Make some posters to hang around the 
rooms with statements like, “Make sure you take your shoes and not someone 
else’s” or “No necking allowed!” 

Continue the theme into the kitchen with a soda fountain look. Scatter small 
café tables and use the folded paper napkin dispensers, glass lidded straws 
containers, a gumball machine and the paper hats and aprons worn by the 
staff to decorate the room. 

Set up the dining room as a diner, complete with servers on roller-skates if 
you’re bringing in some help or have some party goers willing to act the part. 
Decorate with pin-ups of ’50s stars, like Doris Day, James Dean and Marilyn 
Monroe. 

Make sure you leave space for some games and contests in each room, if you 
want to add to do more than just dance the night away. 

Music: Rent a juke box or find CD collection of 1950s music like: “Runaround Sue,” 
“Blueberry Hill,” “Charlie Brown,” “The Stroll,” “Earth Angel,” “Who Put the 
Bomp,” “Big Girls Don't Cry,” “Rock and Roll is Here To Stay,” “It's My Party,” 
“Stand By Me,” and “Rock around the Clock.” 

Contests: Dance Contests: The Twist, The Jitterbug – the best and worst of the bunch 

& Games Karaoke: Guests singing their favorite songs, rewarding the best/worst 

Spin the Bottle 
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Casino Night 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Gamble the night away without losing your shirt or the family 
homestead. Be a high stakes gambler, check out the show girls 
and the male servers in form-fitting costumes while you live life in 
the lap of luxury. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: Hold this event in a hall where you can set up different gaming areas and a 
restaurant/bar area or set up different rooms in your home with different kind 
of games. 

Set Up: Decide what games you want to have available: blackjack, roulette, slots, 
poker, craps, etc.  Depending on space, have multiple table in each 
area/room.  Make sure you have space for people to put down their drinks 
and munchies. 

Set up the bar and food away from gaming areas to avoid creating congestion 
around either activity.  Be sure to have some places set aside for socializing, 
eating and taking a break from the play. 

If you have the budget, hire some dealers and other staff to manage the 
games so you’re free to have fun.  Having a few servers dressed as show girls 
and Chippendales will help keep the glasses and plates from piling up and add 
something extra to the night. 

Decide if you want to keep track of the winners or just make it a night of fun.  
If you want guests to get a stack of chips at the door when they arrive (if so, 
have them pre-counted an in a velvet bag or a container that’s easy to 
handle) or make sure each table has plenty of chips to hand out as people 
need them. 

Decorations: Go Vegas style with lots of lights and gaudy.  Fake gold lions, spot 
lights or neon signs in the front yard will let your guests know they’re in 
the right place.   

Posters of entertainers frequently found in Las Vegas add a nice touch.  
Large, colorful feathers and huge bouquets of flowers are reminiscent of 
Las Vegas.  Use neon lights near the bar area and in each of the 
gaming areas/rooms.   

If you want to go with a more sophisticated look, use an expensive 
motel as your guide for decorations.  Nice china, tasteful flower 
bouquets and lots of candles. 

Music: Keep it fun and lively to keep energy high.  Choose Vegas style music if you 
choose to go that route for decorations. 

If you choose to go with an elegant look, choose lively jazz tunes 
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Tailgate Party 

 

Inviting Guests: We’re dispensing with the ballgame and going straight to the good 
stuff! Back your tailgate up to the circle and join the party. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: If possible, use the parking lot of a local school, fairgrounds or park.  Having 
some green space nearby for playing games is best. 

Set Up: Mark off a circle in the parking area by standing orange construction cones 
where you want cars to park.  Have those with sport utility vehicles and 
station wagons park near the grill and bar area so that you can use their flat 
surfaces. 

Have a few cars with trunks included in the circle, if only for ambiance and 
bumpers to sit on! 

Have a space designated for cooking, serving food, beverages and just sitting 
around as a way to keep some activities separate (making sure the cook has 
elbow room – nobody wants burnt dogs!) 

Make sure you have a place to wash – hands and dishes, as needed.  Hand 
sanitizer in addition to a dish pan with water and hand soap can be set up 
close to the food for convenience. 

Depending on how long your party will last, restroom facilities might pose a 
challenge.  If possible, park near an established facility or look into renting the 
portable kind. 

If you’re going to have alcoholic beverages, make sure you know the rules of 
the facility/park you’re visiting. 

Equipment: Have plenty of chairs – collapsible camp chair, folding lounge chairs, etc. 
– they can be set up any place and give people a way to create groups to 
sit and socialize or eat. 

Picnic tables, if they’re available, make serving food and eating easier.  
Folding card tables or long cafeteria-style stable also work well.  Cover 
them with cheap vinyl tablecloths for added fun. 

TV or snack tables scattered around will give guests a place to put drinks 
if they don’t want to balance plates in their laps.   

Music: A boom box with lots of lively music will suffice, but try not to annoy others in 
the area. 

Games: Traditional picnic activities can add to the fun: Frisbees, football, bocce ball 
or lawn bowling, badminton or softball. 
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Mardi Gras 

 

Inviting Guests: Don your mask and your best sequined costume for a night of 
revelry and the kind of fun only to be had on Fat Tuesday.  

Party Essentials:  

Decorations: Decorate in the colors of Mardi Gras: purple (for justice), green (for 
faith), and gold (for power). Use balloons, streamers, feathers and fabric 
to make sure every room is festooned. 

Make French Quarter street signs such as Bourbon Street and Jackson 
Square. A sign for the bar, Pat O'Briens, can help transform your place 
into Mardi Gras central. 

Masks, plastic beads and rings, jester hats, tiaras, veils, feather boas and 
noise makers along with glitter, confetti, sequins and ribbons can be 
scattered on every surface. But don’t forget other places to add fun 
touches – a feather boa around a painting or mirror, a tiara on a statue 
and ribbons tied to door knobs are just a few. 

Bowls of noise makers, maracas and party-popper (streamers that pop 
out of a small container with a small bang) can be used as decorations in 
addition to giving guests something fun to do. 

Festivities: Greet guests with beads or boas as they arrive. 

Just because you don’t have a parade marching through doesn’t mean 
you have to forego the traditional “throws.” Throughout the evening have 
someone wander through the crowd tossing beads and other trinkets for 
party goers to catch and collect. 

Music: Go all out and hire a Dixieland jazz band for the night; there’s nothing 
like musicians decked out in colorful costumes and energetic music to get 
guests to dance and get rowdy as though they were in New Orleans. 

There are lots of Zydeco groups and CDs to choose from as well. 

Don’t forget to play "The Mardi Gras Mambo!" 

Contests: The most impressive bead collections 

The most elaborate mask 

The most unusual mask 

The best hat 
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Halloween Year Round 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Halloween is too much fun to celebrate only once a year so we’re 
going to recreate the night of ghouls and goblins without all the 
interruptions of trick-or-treaters! 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Traditional Halloween decorations and activities are always fun, but what 
about considering a different twist? 

The Great Pumpkin: Use the Peanuts cartoon to guide your decorations and 
games, having guests come in “traditional” children’s costumes. 

Witches and Warlock: Have guests come dressed as these ancient mystics 
with plenty of cauldrons and crystal balls for them to use. 

Ghosts and Goblins: Everything from the flying moneys in the “Wizard of Oz” 
and walking skeletons to white sheets will work. 

Site: At home or off site, host the party at night to take advantage of the dark. 

Scary Party: Make headstones for each with an epithet and use them to mark the 
entrance to the party. If you have the ability (and desire) dig a hole in 
the ground in front of one of the gravestones and place the top half of 
a skeleton in it so it looks as though he’s trying to escape. 

Use fake cobwebs around the door, dangling spiders and bats to add 
to the challenge of gaining entry. A cauldron with chunk of dry ice 
inside creates a mist that spills out and floats near the ground. 

Inside, use only candles for lighting (but make sure they are out of 
the range of flowing costumes to avoid a fire). Eerie Halloween music 
and recordings of clanking chains and moans add to the atmosphere. 

Use cauldrons, witches brooms, crystal balls and anything else 
Halloween related to decorate. Create a séance room filled with 
nothing but pillows, incense and the right music for summoning the 
dead. 

Great Pumpkin: Rent a school auditorium and host the party on the stage. 

Create a pumpkin patch in which to look for the Great Pumpkin. 

Have kid games set up at different stations, such as a tub for bobbing 
for apples, pumpkin bowling (use a small pumpkin to knock down 
pins), penny pitch (pitch pennies into a carved pumpkin) and ring toss 
(ring the stem of pumpkins). 

Be sure to include kid treats like cupcakes and bowls of candy on 
tables. 
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Roast 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Nobody gets out of this world alive and rarely appreciated. Since 
we can’t do anything about the former we’re going to focus on the 
later. Bring your embarrassing, funny and just plain ridiculous 
stories about _______________ so that she/he knows she/he will 
be remembered even if she/he can’t be respected. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: As guests arrive, ask them to write out a few of their thoughts so they are 
prepared for the opportunity to roast the birthday victim when the time 
comes. 

Set Up: Have paper and pens scattered all over the house to make sure everyone has 
a chance to write down comments and thoughts about the birthday boy/girl. 

Decide in advance if you want to have a formal sit-down for the roast or make 
it a spontaneous part of the evening.  If it’s going to be formal, make sure 
you have enough space for people to gather (either a room full of chairs 
arranged for the event or just a casual area).  If it’s going to be impromptu, 
make sure people know in advance so they know to listen for the start of a 
roasting session.   

Regardless of the arrangement, have a karaoke machine or some kind of P/A 
system so those with quiet voices can be heard (it’s also a good way to get 
people’s attention when the noise level is high).  Use a cow bell or whistle or 
flick the lights on and off when you want to launch into a roasting moment. 

Decorations: A fake stuffed pig is always a fun centerpiece no matter where it’s 
placed. 

Use a fake cleaver and other carving implements along with bundles 
wrapped in butcher paper with the names of different cuts of meat 
written on them in grease pencil to decorate the bar. 

Blow up a picture of a side of beef to life-size and stand it next to a 
mannequin dressed as a butcher. 

Pull together a collection of embarrassing photos from childhood can be 
used to make a collage.  Better yet, spread lots of pictures of the 
birthday boy/girl around.  On some of the nicer photos draw eyeglasses, 
a moustache and some Frankenstein scars. 

Old year books with the pages marked noting the birthday boy/girl are 
good for a few laughs too. 
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Scavenger Hunt 
 

Inviting Guests: Three clothes pins, a nail (rusty is better) and a collection of 
meaningless junk all found before the other teams is good clean fun. 
Try doing it with one hand tied behind your back or not being allowed 
to talk to anyone. Would we be that obnoxious? Come find out! 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up:  A scavenger hunt usually means having guests search for a specific list of 
items.  An alternative to that theme is to create a treasure map that leads to 
clues and eventually the grand prize.  Suggestions for both methods are 
provided.  But first you have to decide what kind of contest in which your 
guests will participate.  That will partially determine your set up. 

Site: This party can be held in your home however, variations can include finding 
items that must be collected at parks, stores, etc. meaning guests have to drive 
around town.  Another option is to host a mall scavenger hunt; guests must 
collect items only found at a mall.  Then return to your home or a restaurant. 

Decorations: Use a map theme for decorations: create and hang North, South, East 
and West arrows; use crepe paper to draw the equator around a room; 
hang maps on the walls. 

In addition to using table cloths or fabric with map prints on them for 
table coverings, you can use a variety or hunting items for centerpieces 
and table decorations such as – compasses, spy glasses, shovels, 
treasure trunks, etc.) 

Item Hunt: Print instructions on parchment-type paper, burn the edge of the paper 
for an extra touch and roll the paper up and tie it with straw or twine. 
Have everyone open their maps at the same time 

Include a list of items guests must find, such as: 

Indoors:  
1 cooking utensil 
1 envelope 
1 vegetable 
1 fruit 

Outdoors: 
1 acorn 
1 stone 
1 garden tool 
3 different leaves 

Location specific (e.g. mall): 
1 mall map 
1 bank brochure 
1 fast food napkin 
1 paper-wrapped straw 

Have guests return to a specific location by a designated time. 

Follow Clues: Draw a blank map guests need to fill in with words or information 
collected on the hunt.  Create a list of riddles or clues (that are on the 
map or replace the map with a list) for guests to follow, leading them 
from one place to another.   

At each location, place another clue or have an item the team must 
collect (e.g. This is where clothes dry best – inside the dryer have a 
clothes pin or on a clothes line have a bag with slips of paper with a 
clue to the next location. 

Prizes: Decide some categories in advance (like first to finish, most creative excuse 
for not getting an item, best substitute, etc.) then present the awards at the 
end of the hunt. 



Wine Tasting 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Have you ever wondered what the difference is between variety 
kinds of white and red wines. And what’s up with the pink stuff? 
Before diving into the birthday cake we’re all going to get the gift 
of knowledge form a local wine connoisseur. If you have a favorite 
wine glass bring it along. 

Party Essentials:  

Set Up: Make arrangements with the wine connoisseur of a local store or distributor 
to attend the early part of the party to instruct guests on how to properly 
taste, smell and experience wine. Have your instructor bring several 
different bottles of new or unusual wines.  

Work with your expert to create the kind of event you think your guests will 
enjoy. Find out what you need to have on hand – is it better to use 
disposable plastic tumblers or glass shot glasses? An official tasting uses 
spittoons, is it best to use those under these circumstances?  

Make sure you have a space large enough for all guests to be seated or 
standing during the tasting so that they’re comfortable and can hear the 
instructions. Arrange chairs and tables as needed based on the suggestions 
of your wine expert. 

Have plenty of fresh breads, cheeses, fruit and crackers to sample during 
and after the tastings.  

Decorations: Cover tables with decorative scarves or cloths, fabrics with a wine or 
grape motif. Rich jewel tones will work well as a setting for other 
decorations. 

Empty wine bottles, corks, grape vines, baskets of plastic grapes and 
wine glasses can be used to create centerpieces for tables and decorate 
other surfaces. 

Posters depicting different wineries, different wine producing regions 
and promotional posters of different wine varieties can be hung on walls 
or framed and propped up on easels. 

Wine glass charms for helping guests identify their glass work well and 
add a festive touch. 

Games: If you’re in a fun mood, play spin the bottle with one of the empty bottles 
but make the person the bottle points to answer wine trivia questions. 

Play Wine BINGO – replace BINGO with Wine names (Chianti, Shiraz, Pinot 
Noir, Zinfandel) and call out different years. Winners take home bottles of 
wine. 
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Garden Party 

 
 

Inviting Guests: Genteel garden parties were hosted at the professionally 
manicured estates of the filthy rich. Well, we’re not rich and our 
community needs a garden planted. Tuck your garden gloves into 
your pocket and slip into your yard clogs. Before we settle in for 
tea and cucumber sandwiches we’re going to create a beautiful 
tapestry of color for everyone to enjoy. 

Party Essentials:  

Site: If you have a local park that needs some sprucing up or common areas in 
your neighborhood that would benefit from a green thumb, make it a 
volunteer project and make arrangements for your “crew” to do the work. 

If not, have your friends help with your flower bed. 

Set Up: Come up with a few simple projects – nothing too elaborate – for your guests: 
plating annual or perennial flowers, spreading mulch, adding a birdbath and 
some stepping stones.  Draw up a map or prepare written directions so that 
everyone knows what they’re going to be doing. 

Purchase the things you’ll need – plants, mulch, fertilizer, stones, yard 
ornamentations, etc. and have them delivered a few days before the party.  
Do any prep necessary (e.g. removing brush, lining trash cans with lawn and 
leaf bags)? 

Determine where you’re going to gather after the work is done.  If at all 
possible, set up table and chairs near the work area so everyone can sit back 
and enjoy their handy-work.  If there isn’t space, return to your back yard. 

Have enough tables and chairs, picnic tables and/or lounge chairs for guests 
to relax while they eat and drink.  If it’s going to be a hot day, set up large 
shade umbrellas. 

Decorations: Cover tables with brightly colored table clothes. If it’s a windy day be 
sure to secure the fabric so it doesn’t flop around.  

To keep away bugs, have plenty of citronella candles in decorative 
buckets (avoid using spray chemicals in areas where you’re going to eat, 
there are lost of environmentally safe, nontoxic alternatives.) 

Use individual picnic baskets for table centerpieces but make them 
practical. Line each basket with several colorful cloth napkins and fill 
them with sandwiches, fruit, chips, cookies and other goodies for guests 
to enjoy (once the food is removed, drape the napkins over the edges of 
the basket and leave it in the center of the table). 
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Gifts 
 

 
Gag Gifts 
 
Whether you’re a do-it-yourselfer or prefer shopping for the perfect present, choosing 
gag gifts can be as much fun as receiving them.  Here are a few ideas to get you 
started. 
 
 
Denture Care: Put together the ultimate denture kit with a denture holder, tooth 

brush, denture cleaner and adhesive and a set of fake teeth. 
 
Electric Rolling Pin: Drill out the center of a wooden-handled rolling pin; cut the end 

off an extension chord; stuff the end of the extension cord into 
hole in the handle of the rolling pin so the plug hangs out. 

 
Emergency Decorate a box with a First Aid cross on it and fill it with a few  

Preparedness Kit: adult under garments (a.k.a. adult diapers), smelly joint cream, 
vitamins for seniors, antacids, constipation and diarrhea 
medicines, magnifying reading glasses and other senior-specific 
products. 

 
Vanity Gift Bag: For the beauty who’s going down kicking and screaming, fill a 

tacky vinyl handbag with anti-wrinkle cream, hair color, false eye 
lashes and pamphlets for cosmetic surgery. 

 
 
On-Line Shops: 
These are a great resource when looking for ideas and purchasing gifts if you’re 
pressed for time or can’t find what you’re looking for locally. 
 
The Gag http://www.thegag.com/
One man’s love of practical jokes and magic combined with unemployment to make 
this Internet business a good place for goofy gifts. 
 
Gag Works http://www.gagworks.com/
Feature product lines they classify as “non stop riot; our novelty and toy lines bring to 
life all that you remember or would like to forget.” 
 
Over The Hill Gifts http://www.overthehillgifts.com/
Organized by birth year and milestone birthdays (40, 50, 60 – up to 100!) this site 
has lots of ideas in addition to great gifts. 
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Fun Gifts 
 
Local stores and on-line shopping make finding gifts easy, search engines are also 
useful when trying to come up with gift ideas.  Check out auction sites too.  You don’t 
have to bid or even buy, just plug in a keyword and see what pops up.  Here are some 
ideas based on some of the ideas in this book. 
 
Adult toys: Who said kids get to have all the fun?  Take what you know about the 

birthday boy/girl and put together a gift basket or find an item that 
reinforces the importance of having child-like-fun as an adult: 

Fishing Tackle Box – put in the basics (sinkers, hooks, line), toss in some safety 
essentials (flash light, reflective vest) and don’t forget the games 
(deck of cards, candy bar, transistor radio – or satellite radio) and 
a Gone Fisin’ sign to hang on the front door. 

Road Trippin’ – fill a picnic basket or soft sided cooler with all kinds of goodies: 
go on line and download a list of radio stations for some day-trip 
destinations in your area, compass, tire repair stuff. Don’t forget 
sweets, travel games and bunch of stamps for post cards. 

Beach Bum – a bag loaded with essentials (sun block, sun glasses, mini-first aid 
kit) and fun stuff (Frisbee, page-turner novels, pale and shovel). 

 
Birth-Year: Find items from the date and year someone was born (e.g. magazines, 

newspapers) or things that were indicative of the era (e.g. Rubix Cube, 
Koosh Ball) can bring a blast from the past into the present.  Some web 
sites make it possible to track down a specific edition of a publication as 
well.  Give them as individual gifts or create a collection. 

 
Board Game: Any game that’s related to the theme of the party (e.g. “Trivial 

Pursuit DVD Pop Culture” game for an ’80s theme party) 
 
Kids Toys: Feeling nostalgic?  Find antique toys (Jack in the Box), pre-owned 

popular toys (Easy Bake Oven) or new versions of old favorites still 
available (Etch-A-Sketch). 

 
Theme Gifts: Choose gifts related to the theme of the party: 

Around the World in 80 Days – choose little gifts from around the world (silk scarf 
with a Japanese design, chocolate from Belgium), choose a 
single items from one country (black lacquered jewelry box 
from China, carved wooden box from India) or pick a continent. 

Backyard Picnic – squirt guns, football, a bucket of sidewalk chalk, boxes of 
sparklers 

Disco The Night Away – for her, a bag full of make up colors popular at the time 
or a feather boa; for him, platform shoes or a cheesy vest 

Garden Party – gloves, hand gardening tools, a basket for holding hand 
gardening tools, Rose food or other fertilizer, lawn sprinkler 
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Party Supplies 
 

 
 

Once you’ve decided on the ultimate birthday party, time and financial resources 
usually impact the end result.  The Internet provides an amazing array of options for 
decorations, novelty paper products, balloons, gifts and everything else you need.  
Browsing local shops that are “off the beaten path” can inspire your imagination and 
make preparations more fun.  Below you will find a number of resources to help get 
you started on your quest for the ultimate party supplies. 
 
 
Local Stores: 
 
Costume Shops 
In addition to having racks and racks of costumes, these stores typically carry masks, 
make up, costume jewelry and other props. 
 
Medical Supply Outlets 
Bed pans, plastic pitchers and tongue depressors are among the items you’ll find here 
for gag gifts, prizes and other senior needs. 
 
Restaurant Supply 
These places are typically open to the public and carry everything from the paper 
napkin dispensers needed for a soda fountain to a variety of paper products. 
 
Thrift Stores 
A great resource for filling a dress up box, these stores usually carry items that can be 
used for decorations or serving pieces (e.g. one large red serving bowl or a collection 
of bud vases that don’t match).  In some cases, your purchase goes to support a 
worthy cause. 
 
 
Online Resources: 
 
Invitation Professionals http://www.invitationprofessionals.com/
Invitations are the first impression your guests have of the upcoming event so why 
not look into making that first impression impressive? 
 
Kipp Brothers  http://www.kippbro.com/
Since 1880, Kipp Brothers has operated as a direct importer and wholesaler of quality 
value priced toys and novelties. 
 
Oriental Trading Company http://www.orientaltrading.com
Oriental Trading Company is one of the nation's leading direct marketers of value-
priced novelties, toys, party supplies, crafts, gift items, home décor products and 
garden accents. 
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Pearls of Wisdom 
 
Humorous 
 
I don't want to achieve immortality through my work. I want to achieve it through not 
dying. 
− Woody Allen 
 
Old age is, so to speak, the sanctuary of ills: they all take refuge in it.  
− Antiphanes  
 
I refuse to admit that I am more than 52, even if that makes my children illegitimate.  
− Lady Nancy Astor  
 
The secret to staying young is to live honestly, eat slowly, and lie about your age.  
− Lucille Ball  
 
A man is not old until his regrets take the place of dreams. 
− John Barrymore, "Good Night, Sweet Prince” 
 
Always go to other people's funerals, otherwise they won't come to yours.  
− Yogi Berra 
 
When I was forty, my doctor advised me that a man in his forties shouldn't play 
tennis. I heeded his advice carefully and could hardly wait until I reached fifty to start 
again.  
− Hugo Black  
 
Age is something that doesn't matter, unless you are a cheese  
− Billie Burke  
 
Old age is when you resent the swimsuit issue of Sports Illustrated because there are 
fewer articles to read.  
− George Burns  
 
I've often thought that the process of aging could be slowed down if it had to go 
through Congress. 
− George Bush 
 
Of all the barbarous Middle Ages, that which is most barbarous is the middle age of 
man! 
− Lord Byron  
 
I was thinking about how people seem to read the Bible a whole lot more as they get 
older. Then it dawned on me . . . they're cramming for their final exam." 
− George Carlin 
 
Middle age is when a guy keeps turning off lights for economical rather than romantic 
reasons.  
− Eli Cass  
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Old age isn't so bad when you consider the alternatives.  
− Maurice Chevalier  
 
An archaeologist is the best husband a woman can have; the older she gets the more 
interested he is in her.  
− Agatha Christie 
 
I am ready to meet my Maker. Whether my Maker is prepared for the great ordeal of 
meeting me is another matter.  
− Sir Winston Churchill 
 
There are three classes into which all the women past 70 that ever I knew were to be 
divided: 1. That dear old soul; 2. That old woman; 3. That old witch.  
− Samuel Taylor Coleridge  
 
I'm aiming by the time I'm 50 to stop being an adolescent.  
− Wendy Cope  
 
He is so old that his blood type was discontinued.  
− Bill Dana  
 
I'm at the age where food has taken the place of sex in my life. In fact, I've just had a 
mirror put over my kitchen table.  
 Rodney Dangerfield  
 
Old age ain't no place for sissies. 
− Bette Davis 
 
The really frightening thing about middle age is that you know you'll grow out of it! 
 Doris Day  
 
Middle age is youth without levity, and age without decay.  
− Daniel Defoe  
 
Old age is an insult. It's like being smacked.  
− Lawrence Durrell  
 
The years between 50 and 70 are the hardest. You are always being asked to do 
things, and yet you are not decrepit enough to turn them down.  
− T. S. Eliot  
 
Life begins at 40—but so do fallen arches, rheumatism, faulty eyesight, and the 
tendency to tell a story to the same person, three or four times.  
− William Feather  
 
As you get older, the pickings get slimmer, but the people don't. 
− Carrie Fisher 
 
Health nuts are going to feel stupid someday, lying in hospitals dying of nothing.  
− Redd Foxx 
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Life's tragedy is that we get old too soon and wise too late. 
− Benjamin Franklin 
 
I guess I don't so much mind being old, as I mind being fat and old.  
− Peter Gabriel  
 
For all the advances in medicine, there is still no cure for the common birthday. 
− John Glenn 
 
You're only young once, but you can be immature forever.  
− John Greier  
 
There are only three ages for women in Hollywood—Babe, District Attorney, and 
Driving Miss Daisy.  
− Goldie Hawn  
 
The hardest years in life (for women) are those between 10 and 70. 
− Helen Hayes 
 
Old people have fewer diseases than the young, but their diseases never leave them.  
− Hippocrates  
 
Men, like peaches and pears, grow sweet a little while before they begin to decay. 
− Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. 
 
Old age is like an opium dream. Nothing seems real except the unreal. 
− Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. 
 
The Grecian ladies counted their age from their marriage, not from their birth.  
− Homer  
 
You know you're getting old when the candles cost more than the cake.  
− Bob Hope 
 
Forty is the old age of youth, 50 is the youth of old age.  
− Victor Hugo  
 
Whenever a man's friends begin to compliment him about looking young, he may be 
sure that they think he is growing old.  
− Washington Irving  
 
I'm like old wine. They don't bring me out very often, but I'm well preserved.  
− Rose F. Kennedy 
 
I have everything I had twenty years ago, only it’s all a little bit lower. 
− Gypsy Rose Lee 
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Age is not a particularly interesting subject. Anyone can get old. All you have to do is 
live long enough.  
− Groucho Marx  
 
Death is a very dull, dreary affair, and my advice to you is to have nothing 
whatsoever to do with it.  
− W. Somerset Maugham 
 
Old age is like flying through a storm. Once you're aboard, there's nothing you can do. 
− Golda Meir 
 
After 30, a body has a mind of its own. 
− Bette Midler 
 
The older you get, the stronger the wind gets—and it's always in your face.  
− Jack Nicklaus  
 
How people keep correcting us when we are young! There is always some bad habit or 
other they tell us we ought to get over. Yet most bad habits are tools to help us 
through life.  
− Friedrich Nietzsche  
 
You know you're getting old when all the names in your black book have M. D. after 
them.  
− Arnold Palmer  
 
It is after you have lost your teeth that you can afford to buy steaks.  
− Pierre August Renoir 
 
First you forget names, then you forget faces, then you forget to pull your zipper up, 
then you forget to pull your zipper down.  
− Leo Rosenberg  
 
Just remember. Once you're over the hill you, begin to pick up speed.  
− Charles M. Schultz  
 
Every man over forty is a scoundrel. 
− George Bernard Shaw “Maxims for Revolutionists” 
 
When men reach their 60s and retire, they go to pieces. Women just go right on 
cooking. 
− Gail Sheehy 
 
I've always wanted to be somebody, but I see now I should have been more specific. 
− Lily Tomlin 
 
When I was a boy of 14 my father was so ignorant I could hardly stand to have the 
old man around.  But when I got to be 21 I was astonished at how much he learned in 
seven years. 
− Mark Twain 
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The older we grow the greater becomes our wonder at how much ignorance one can 
contain without bursting one's clothes.  
− Mark Twain 
 
We never really grow up, we only learn how to act in public. 
− Bryan White 
 
The old believe everything, the middle-aged suspect everything, the young know 
everything. 
− Oscar Wilde 
 
Don't take life so seriously; it's not permanent. 
− Unknown 
 
God put me on earth to accomplish a certain number of things. Right now I am so far 
behind, I will live forever.  
− Unknown 
 
We are born naked, wet and hungry. Then things get worse.  
− Unknown 
 
I hope life isn't a big joke ... because I don't get it. 
− Unknown 
 
Where there's a will, I want to be in it. 
− Unknown 
 
I used to have a handle on life. Then it broke. 
− Unknown 
 
The woman who tells her age is either too young to have anything to lose or too old to 
have anything to gain.  
− Chinese Proverb 
 
Age and wedlock bring a man to his nightcap.  
− English Proverb  
 
Age and wedlock tame man and beast.  
− English Proverb  
 
Wrinkled purses make wrinkled faces.  
− French Proverb  
 
Senility Prayer: 
God grant me the senility 
to forget the people I never liked anyway, 
the good fortune to run into the ones I do, 
and the eyesight to tell the difference...  
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Serious 
 
It is always in season for old men to learn.  
− Aeschylus  
 
I'm not interested in age. People who tell me their age are silly. You're as old as you 
feel.  
− Elizabeth Arden  
 
Old men are children for a second time.  
− Aristophanes  
 
Old age is like everything else. To make a success of it, you've got to start young.  
− Fred Astaire  
 
Men of age object too much, consult too long, adventure too little, repent too soon, 
and seldom drive business home to the full period, but content themselves with a 
mediocrity of success.  
− Francis Bacon  
 
It is sad to grow old but nice to ripen. 
− Brigitte Bardot 
 
I will never be an old man. To me, old age is always 15 years older than I am.  
− Bernard M. Baruch  
 
We grow neither better or worse as we get old, but more like ourselves.  
− May L. Becker  
 
To think, when one is no longer young, when one is not yet old, that one is no longer 
young, that one is not yet old, that is perhaps something.  
− Samuel Beckett  
 
Age. That period of life in which we compound for the vices that remain by reviling 
those we have no longer the vigor to commit.  
− Ambrose Bierce 
 
I believe the true function of age is memory. I'm recording as fast as I can.  
− Rita Mae Brown  
 
A woman's always younger than a man at equal years.  
− Elizabeth Barrett Browning  
 
Grow old along with me! The best is yet to be, the last of life, for which the first was 
made.  
− Robert Browning  
 
Perhaps one has to be very old before one learns to be amused rather than shocked.  
− Pearl S. Buck  
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Keep on raging - to stop the aging. 
− Dale Carnegie 
 
Every time I think that I'm getting old, and gradually going to the grave, something 
else happens.  
− Lillian Carter  
 
Nature gives you the face you have at twenty; it is up to you to merit the face you 
have at fifty. 
− Coco Chanel 
 
The heart never grows better by age; I fear rather worse, always harder. A young liar 
will be an old one, and a young knave will only be a greater knave as he grows older.  
− Lord Chesterfield 
 
We are happier in many ways when we are old than when we were young. The young 
sow wild oats. The old grow sage.  
− Winston Churchill 
 
One keeps forgetting old age up to the very brink of the grave.  
− Sidonie Gabrielle Colette 
 
Age is a matter of feeling, not of years. 
− George William Curtis 
 
At 20, you have many desires which hide the truth, but beyond 40 there are only real 
and fragile truths—your abilities and your failings.  
− Gerard Depardieu  
 
At 20 a man is full of fight and hope. He wants to reform the world. When he is 70 he 
still wants to reform the world, but he know he can't.  
− Clarence Darrow 
 
It is not how old you are, but how you are old. 
− Marie Dressler 
 
These are the effects of doting age; vain doubts and idle cares and over caution.  
− John Dryden  
 
I'm saving that rocker for the day when I feel as old as I really am.  
− Dwight D. Eisenhower  
 
Few women, I fear, have had such reason as I have to think the long sad years of 
youth were worth living for the sake of middle age.  
− George Eliot 
 
We do not count a man's years until he has nothing else to count.  
− Ralph Waldo Emerson  
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The age of a woman doesn't mean a thing. The best tunes are played on the oldest 
fiddles.  
− Sigmund Z. Engel  
 
A man has every season while a woman only has the right to spring. That disgusts 
me.  
− Jane Fonda 
 
Those who love deeply never grow old; they may die of old age, but they die young. 
− Benjamin Franklin 
 
If wrinkles must be written upon our brows, let them not be written upon the heart. 
The spirit should never grow old.  
− James A. Garfield  
 
Old age is a shipwreck.  
− Charles De Gaulle 
 
Age does not make us childish, as some say; it finds us true children. 
− Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
 
The older we grow, the greater become the ordeals. 
− Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
 
No one can avoid aging, but aging productively is something else. 
− Katharine Graham 
 
The value of old age depends upon the person who reaches it. To some men of early 
performance, it is useless. To others, who are late to develop, it just enables them to 
finish the job.  
− Thomas Hardy  
 
As you get older it is harder to have heroes, but it is sort of necessary.  
− Ernest Hemingway 
 
When grace is joined with wrinkles, it is adorable. There is an unspeakable dawn in 
happy old age.  
− Victor Hugo 
 
The secret of genius is to carry the spirit of the child into old age, which means never 
losing your enthusiasm.  
− Aldous Huxley  
 
From the middle of life onward, only he remains vitally alive who is ready to die with 
life. 
− Carl Jung 
 
One should never count the years--one should instead count one's interests. I have 
kept young trying never to lose my childhood sense of wonderment. I am glad I still 
have a vivid curiosity about the world I live in.  
− Helen Keller  
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The quality, not the longevity, of one’s life is what is important. 
− Martin Luther King  
 
To be 70 years old is like climbing the Alps. You reach a snow-crowned summit, and 
see behind you the deep valley stretching miles and miles away, and before you other 
summits higher and whiter, which you may have strength to climb, or may not. Then 
you sit down and meditate and wonder which it will be.  
− Henry Wadsworth Longfellow  
 
I venerate old age; and I love not the man who can look without emotion upon the 
sunset of life, when the dusk of evening begins to gather over the watery eye, and the 
shadows of twilight grow broader and deeper upon the understanding.  
− Henry Wadsworth Longfellow  
 
The good thing about getting old is that you don’t lose all the other ages you’ve been. 
− Madeline L’Engle 
 
There is a fountain of youth: it is your mind, your talents, the creativity you bring to 
your life and the lives of the people you love. When you learn to tap into this source, 
you will truly have defeated age.  
− Sophia Loren 
 
If you associate enough with older people who do enjoy their lives, who are not stored 
away in any golden ghettos, you will gain a sense of continuity and of the possibility 
for a full life.  
− Margaret Mead  
 
Whoever saw old age that did not applaud the past and condemn the present?  
− Michel de Montaigne  
 
When you're 50, you start thinking about things you haven't thought about before. I 
used to think getting old was about vanity—but actually it's about losing people you 
love. Getting wrinkles is trivial.  
− Joyce Carol Oates  
 
Live your life and forget your age.  
 Norman Vincent Peale  
 
It takes a long time to become young.  
− Pablo Picasso 
 
The closing years of life are like the end of a masquerade party, when the masks are 
dropped.  
− Arthur Schopenhauer  
 
Ye who are old, remember youth with thought of affection.  
− William Shakespeare  
 
No man loves life like him that's growing old. 
− Sophocles  
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I shall not grow conservative with age. 
− Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
 
No wise mane ever wished to be younger. 
− Jonathan Swift 
 
None are so old as those who have outlived enthusiasm. 
− Henry David Thoreau  
 
Old age is the most unexpected of all the things that can happen to a man. 
 Leon Trotsky 
 
Middle age is a wonderful country, all the things you thought would never happen are 
happening.  
− John Updike  
 
There's no such thing as old age, there is only sorrow.  
− Edith Wharton  
 
Old age, calm, expanded, broad with the haughty breadth of the universe, old age 
flowing free with the delicious near-by freedom of death.  
− Walt Whitman  
 
At 46 one must be a miser; only have time for essentials.  
− Virginia Woolf  
 
Years wrinkle the skin; but to give up enthusiasm wrinkles the soul.  
− Unknown  
 
Maturity is that time when mirrors in our mind turn to windows and instead of seeing 
the reflection of ourselves we see other. 
− Unknown 
 
No age has a monopoly on success. Any age is the right age to start doing!. 
− Unknown 
 
Maturity is the ability to think, speak and act your feelings within the bounds of 
dignity. The measure of your maturity is how spiritual you become during the midst of 
your frustrations.  
− Unknown  
 
Old age is ripeness.  
− American Proverb  
 
The older the fiddler, the sweeter the tune. 
− English Proverb  
 
The wise man doesn't expect to find life worth living; he makes it that way." 
− Greek Proverb 
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